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SUMMARY
Since some 15 years the Forest Service in Surinam has experimental plots for growth of Pinus caribaea on eeveral locations in the
Forest Belt of Northern Surinam, Results with P. caribaea were
favourable and extension of the acreage in planned now»
The Soil Siirvey Service was invited to point out areas which are
suited for the growth of Pinus caribaea. For this purpose soil
suitability maps have to be prepared for a number of areas» In
order to collect more knowledge on the influence of soil properties on the growth of P. caribaea under local climatological conditions, soil morphological investigations were performed in some
of the Pinus experimental plantations.
Besides profile descriptions for the above-mentioned purpose, some
pits were studied in permanent yield plots under various trees.
Finally some soils were studied under mesophytic forest (= tropical
high forest) or under savanna, outside the plantations.
About forty soil pits up to about 2 metres were studied on locations pointed out by the Forest Service. How they were described
will be pointed out in chapter h. The profile descriptions were
collected in Appendix 2.
Most of the investigated soils were formed in coarse sandy or
loamy continental alluvia of the Coverlandscape» The sediments of
this gently sloping landscape are probably of Upper-Tertiary age
and originate from wheathering products of the Guiana Shield, In
chapters 5 and 6 more details will be presented on the landscape
in which the investigated soils are located, including data on
time and way of formation of these landscapes. Some of the investigated soils developed in younger (Pleistocene and Holocene),
marine sediments of the Coastal Plain.
In chapter 7 noraenclattire of soil horizons applied in this study
has been discussed together with soil development. Main soil
forming processes in the studied soils are illuviation of humusand/or iron - compounds, and illuviation of fine clay together
v/ith iron compounds.
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In chapter 8 the soils are classified according to the USDA-system for soil classification (7th Approximation) in order to enable
comparison with soils abroad.
In chapter 9 soil properties were compared with growth results of
P, caribaea. The main soil properties influencing the growth of
P. caribaea were found to be groundwater, moisture retention, and
bioporosity. A soil suitability classification was presented including five groups, each being subdivided if necessary. Finally
the properties were discussed of the soils grouped together.
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INTRODUCTION.
Some 80?^ of Surinam territory is covered with forest. Still
this does not mean that vrood is easily and plentifull available
for export, '^he major part of the forest is not economically
accessibly. The climax forest contains several tens of tree
species which, moreover, grow rather slowly (cf. Annual Reports
Forest Service and Schulz and Rodriguez, 1966).
Woodblocks have to travel over large distances via the great
rivers to reach Paramaribo, mostly under difficult conditions.
About 10 years ago the Forest Service started experiments with
fast growing exotic species (Pinus caribaea) and indegenous
species (e.g. Virola surinamensis), A Forest Belt was defined
including the Coverlgndscape and the most northern part of the
Interior. Roads were constructed or are under construction to
improve the accessibility.
Since preliminary experiments in plantations in the Forest Belt
are promising, a reforestation on larger scale with Pinus
caribaea is planned. The Soil Survey Department was invited to
point out the location of the soils which are best suited for
the growth of Pinus caribaea within part of the above-mentioned
Belt. This implies the preparation of soil maps and soil suitability maps for P. caribaea. To collect more knowledge on the
influence of various sets of soil properties on the growth of
P. caribaea, detailed soil morphological investigations were performed in a number of experimental plots. The results of these
investigations will be reported in the following chapters.
The authors are very much indebted to the staff members of the
Forest Service for the kind cooperation and innumerable interesting discussions. In particular vie wish to express our
indebtness to Dr. J.P. Schulz who arranged major part of the field
trips and who made it a pleasure for us to work on this project»
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METHODS.
Field work included the description of ^0 soil profiles in locations pointed out by silviculture department of the Forest
Service,
Some 20 of the pits were situated in experimental yield plots.
The profiles were described to a depth varying from 1,5 to 2
metres, unless the groundwater-table was too high. The descriptions were recorded according to the system pointed out in the
"Instructions for the description of soil profiles (Slager,
1966b), These instructions are based on the Soil Survey Manual
(U.S. Soil Survey Staff, I962) and the Munsell Soil Color Charts
(195^).
For descriptions of macrostructure, microstructure and biopores
we supplemented the standard procedure with data and methods
derived from Brewer (196^), Jongerius (1957) and Slager (1966a).
For horizon designations and soil classification we followed
the criteria of the USDA system of soil ciassification (U.S. Soil
Survey Staff, I96O, I967),
The profile descriptions were brought together in Appendix 2,
Their location is indicated by coordinates in each description.
Moreover, a list has been included as Appendix 1, showing the
plotnumbers according to the nomenclature used by the Forest
Service.
To check soil formation characteristics, a number of soil samples from selected profiles were analyzed micromorphologically,
using a Leitz-Greenough stereomicroscope device with magnifications up to 100 times. This holds particularly for humus-and
clay illuviation phenomena.
Moreover, a number of undistxirbed samples were taken from selected soils for the preparation of thin sections.
Soil chemical, physical and mineralogical data of the investigated soils are not available. If such data are mentioned in the
text, they are derived from literature.
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PHYSIOGRAPHY.
In chapters 5 an.d 6, we will discuss the general appeaxance of ^*
the investigated soils are located, and howj when and under
which conditions they was formed.
Chapter 5 includes some data on hydrology, topography and
altitude of the different landscapes.
Chapter 6 primarily deals with stratigraphy, geogenesis and
sedimentology as far as necessary for our purpose»
Since majority of the soils under consideration are located in
the Coverlandscape and the Old Coastal Plain (see below), these
landscapes will be discussed in more detail than the Interior
landscapes and the Young Coastal Plain»
Surinam may be divided into the following three belts from the
South to the North:
i.
Interior
ii.
Coverlandscape
iii. Coaatal Plain,
The Interior which covers some 80% of Surinam territory, consists
of a highly dissected hilly landscape with rocks of various
types^ According to Yzerraan (1931) this Qyyfltalline Basal Complex
which is part of the Guiana Shield, mainly consists of schists
of sedimentary origin and of igneous rocks (granites and diorites).
The Coverlandscape which consists of unconsolidated sediments,
varying from coarse sand to sandy clay, lies North of the Interior» The sediments of this landscape cover the rocks of the
Crystalline Basal Complex. In the South the cover has a depth
of some metres, in the North it is some 75 metres thick
(Yzerman, 1931). The Coverlandscape constituates a zone which
has in Eastern Surinam a width of 5 to 10 kilometres and in
Western Surinam a width of 60 to 70 kilometres (v.d. Eyk, 1957)»
This zone is built up from islands with a diametsr varying from
some kilometers to some tens kilometers, separated from each
other by wide rivervalleys.
As a whole the Coverlandscape is flat to undulating.
the landscapes in which
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According to Van der Eyk (1957) it is dissected by a great number
of creek valleys, forming a relatively regularflrainagepattern.
In some places they are but shallow gullies, whereas in other
places they may form up to 15 metres deep valleys.
Most of the Coverlandscape consists of well- to excessively
drained land, though in some places marshes or swamps occur on
both sides of the creeks (v,d, Eyk, 1957)»
Altitudes in the Coverlandscape vary from 6 metres above mean
sea level in the North to some 50 metres in the South,
The Coastal Plain is subdivided into the Old Coastal Plain and
the Young Coastal Plain from the South to the North,
The Old Coastal Plain comprises the Old Sea Clay landscape
(southern part) and the Old-Off-Shore Bar Landseape (v.d.Eyk,1957).
The Old Sea Clay Landscape, which is rather flat, forms a belt
of island^,seperated by rivervalleys and protruding into the Coverlandscape, Each of the islandsconsists of two landscape elements,
viz,, "schollen" and gullies. The "schollen" are slightly elevated
plateaus seperatcd from each other by
• gullies, 1-3 metres deep
The "schollen" generally consist of silty clay, the gullies are
filled with heavy clay and/or peat»
Altitudes in the Old-Sea Clay Landscape vary from 1 to 5 metres
above mean sea level»
The Old-Off-Shore Bar Landscape consits ridges and gullies, together forming islands,which again are seperated by river-valleys.
The ridges, v^hich in most cases are reduced to series of elevated
islands with a distinct orientation, consist of fine sand, the
gullies are filled up with heavy clays and/or peat.
The ridges are dryland, the gullies swamps.
Altitudes vary from 1 to 8 metres above mean sea level (v,d Eyk,
1957).
The Young Coastal Plain consists of two elements viz,, ridges
and swamps, which occur in larger units, the latter being seperated
from each other by rivers and their adjoining depositional
plains and levees. The ridges are generally well to excessively
drained and consist of sand and/or shells. The swamps are filled
with heavy clay, wether or not with a peat cover. Altitudes
vary from 0 to h metres above mean sea level.

GEOLOGY.
The Crystalline Basal Complex is of Precambrian age (Montagne,
196^; v.d. Eyk; v.d. Voorde, 1957). It consists mainly of metamorphic rocks (schists) and of deeply weathered igneous rocks
(granitesand diorites) Yzerman, 1931)»
The Goverlandscape was built up from weathering products of the
rocks which were part of the Crystalline Basal Complex
(Heyligers, I963). In the Lower or Middle Tertiary (Roose and
Chêroux, 1966) under a humid tropical climate with a dense forest
vegetation, the rocks of the Crystalline Basal Complex weathered
to a great depth. A thick mantle was formed consisting of kaolinite, quartz and goethite. After a change in climate this mantle
eroded and formed a sloping plain of sediments near the coast»
These sediments were labelled by Montagne(l9é^) as Goesewijne
series.
As for the period in which the deposition of the Goesewijne
sediments took place, most authors hold the same opinion:
Roose and Chêroux (I966): Mio-Pliocene; Hervieu (1966): Pliocene;
Montagne (196^): Upper Tertiary; v.d. Hammen (1963); Pliocene or
Lower Pleistocene; Heyligers (I965)! Eiss or older; Yzerman (1931)
Pleistocene, Roose and Chêroux (1966), moreover, stated that the
erosion and subsequent deposition should have taken place under
a serai-arid climate with a scarce vegetation»
As for the mode of conveyance and deposition of these weathering
products various opinions are found in literature. Names, used
to label the deposits under consideration, vary accordingly, viz.,
Yzeeman (1931)• continental alluvia; Roose and Chêroux (I966)
and Hervieu (I966): sediments with a distinct continental
character; Heyligers (I963): continental sediments; v.d» Eyk
(1957) and Montagne (1964): sediments of terrestrial origin;
Boyê and Cruys (I96I, cited by Montagne, 1964): detritical continental sands.
The best impression about deposition of these sediments may be
obtained from their properties: they are coarse sandy ill sorted,
deposits, rich in Angular quartz grains.
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Moreover they show great differences in both textures and heavy
mineral assemblages over short distances, both in vertical and
horizontal direction. If clayey textures occur» they are found
in lenticular bodies,(Yzerman, 1931; Roose and Chêroux, 1966?
Hervieu (1966) and Heyligers (I963)). According toihis theory
the eroded material was transported over short distances and
reworked by a system of torrents which gave rise to a lenticular
stratigraphy. The sediments are rather coarse sandy, most of the
clay being removed to the sea.
Some authors point out a distinct fluviatile influence (Zonneveld,
1950, cited by Schulz, I96O; v,d Eyk, 1957). Bakker (195?)»
Schols and Cohen (1953) and v.d. Hammen (I963) are inclined to
a deposition in littoral or deltaic environments,
•X-ray diffraction of the Coesewijne deposits only shows kaolinite and quartz (Montagne, 196^), Mineral assemblages show less
than 1% weatherable minerals. Heavy minerals comprise variable,
but generally high, percentages of zircon and/or staurolite with
lower percentages of tourmaline, rutile, kyanite and minor percentages of other heavy minerals (Schulz, I960, Heyligers, 1963)»
From the mineralogical data it is clear that the soils developed
in the Coesewijne deposits have a low fertility level (cf, Schulz,
i960, Heyligers, 1963).
As pointed out in chapter 5 the Coverlandscape is followed to the
North by the Old Coastal Plain which protudes into the Coverlandscape, The deeper sediments of the Old Coastal Plain are labelled
by Montagne (196^) as Para deposits, the Upper sediments as Lelydorp deposits, together forming the Coropina series. The Para
deposits, which according to Montagne (1964) do not outcrop,
consist of laminated stiff clays with films of extremely fine
sand and lenses of coarse unsorted sands. These deposits &^e of
marine origin and have been deposited in a period of quiekly
changing sedimentation environments. This period should be a
transgression period of the sea, probably during the Lower Pleistocene (Prê-Riss-Glacial sedimentation).
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During the Riss-Glacial (tentative) (period of relatively lowsea level) soil formation took place in the Para-deposits viz»,
a deep mottling with red and yellow. In that period the valleys
of the Coverlandscape were deepened.
During Riss-Würm Interglacial (tentative) (cf. Montagne, 1964,
v.d. Hammen, I963), with a transgression, a next series of sediments was deposited viz., the Lelydorp deposits (Upper Coropina
series). They comprise the deposits now at the surface of the
Old Coastal Plain, being of marine origin. In the Southern part
these deposits are silty clays, in the Northern part fine sands
(resp, lagoonal and off-shore bar deposits according to Montagne,
1964).
The Lelydorp clays contain some 50?^ kaolinite, 23% illite and
23% quartz. The Lelydorp sands are poor in weatherable minerals
and heavy mineral assemblages show much zircon and staurolite
(cf. Montagne, 1964), The Lelydorp transgression deeply invaded
the Coverlandscape (v.d. Haramen, 1963, giving rise to the for- mation of alluvial deposits in the creeks of the Coveriandscape.
Towards the beginning of the Würmglacial period, the sea began to
recede and erosion of previous sediments started (v,d. Haramen,
1963). In the Coverlandscape it gave rise to the formation of
colluvial deposits covering slopes and bordering the alluvial
deposits.
The Old sea clay landscape (Lelydorp clays) was subdivided into
islands ("schollen") and gullies. In the old off-shore landscape
the ridges were flattened and dissected.
During the Wurm period soil formation was strong in the three
landscapes. In the Coverlandscape, the soils whioll are now deeply
bleached and have at great depth an alluvial organic matter
horizon were formed then or earlier (cf. Heyligers, 1963)» Soil
formation (clay illuviation, cf, chapter 7) took place in the
wurm in the non-bleached Coverlandscape S'Oils, in the colluvial
and pleistocene alluvial soils and finally in the "schol" soils
and the ridge soils of the Old Coastal Plain.
At the end of the Pleistocene the sea level started to rise some
60 metres and invaded the older landscapes.
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Clay was deposited in the Old Coastal Plain gullies and in part
of the Coverlandscape gullies. It is prokably that the higher
parts of the Coverlandscape were not severely attacked» Enormous
parts of the Old Coastal Plain were drowned. The original Old
Coastal Plain coastal line was situated tens of kilometres outside the present coastal line. That is why the sea only invaded
the deeper parts of the southern part of the Old Coastal Plain.
From the end of the Pleistocene up till now clay and sand ivere
deposited in alternations on the northern part (the drowned one)
of the Old Coastal Plain. These sediments were dated as Holocene
and named as Deraarara series (cf. e.g. Montagne, 196^)»
Clay was deposited in the larger creek systems of the Coverlandscape, partly covering the older alluvial deposits. Clay was
deposited in the gullies of the Old Sea Clay Landscape, covering
older deposits» On top of the Demarara clays under poor drainage
conditions peat may have developed. Clay was deposited in the
gullies of the Old-Off-Shore Bar landscape, also whether or not
covered by peat now.
Finally clay was deposited (as a tidal flat) as a cover (with
increasing thickness to the North) on the drowned parts of the
Old Coastal Plain.
Locally on the youngest clays ridges of sand or shells were
superimposed. The Demarara clay plains and sand or shell ridges
together constituate the Young Coastal Plain,
Since the southern ridges of the Young Coastal Plain and the most
northern ridges of the Old Coastal Plain have rather identical
soil development we suppose that the most northern ridges if the
Old Coastal Plain have been attacked and rejuvenated by marine
erosion at the beginning of the Holocene»
Data of chapters 5 and 6 are plotted schematically in tables
6a, and 6b, with particular reference to the investigated soils»

TABLE 6a, SHOWING GEOLOGICAL PERIODS AND LANDSCAPES (cf. MONTAGNE, 196^)
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7.

HORIZON NOMENCLATURE AND PEDOGENESIS.
In describing soil profiles, soil layers may be numbered (with
letters or arabic numbers). This way is harmless, but necessitates the reader to draw his own conclusions concerning soil
formation from the description, following each layer number» It
is generally accepted in pedography now, to name soil layers by
horizon designations which reflect the opinion of the describer
on pedogenesis in the soil under consideration. It should be
stressed, however, that the use of horizondesigaations implies
the risk; of misinterpretation. As the U.S. Soil Survey Staff
(i960) stated: "This implies that each symbol merely indicates an
estimate, not a proven fact",
-In naming soil horizons we followed the nomenclft.ture of the U.S.
Soil Survey Staff (i960).
The horizon designations, we used, reflect our opinion on soil
forming processes in the soils under consideration. These processes are:
1. accumulation and decay of organic matter on and
near the soil surface;
2. illuviation of organic matter, whether or not together with iron an aluminum compounds (passive
transport);
3. homogenization of organic matter and mineral particles (active transport);
k, illuviation of line clay, whether or not together
with iron compounds;
5» liberation of iron oxides;
6. reduction of iron compounds by groundwateraction
and seggregntion of iron and manganese compounds
by subsequent oxidation (gleying and plinthization),
On the soils under consideration plants grow which provider dead
organic matter (leaves, twigs etc.) We may find this material
on the soil surface as an accumulation-layer of organic matter,
as on most soils under Pinus (cf. Soils of Blakawatra, appendix
2).
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This layer bears the designation "0" and is, if necessary, subdivided into 0 and 0 , the 0^ consisting of organic matter in
which plant structures may be recognized as such by the naked
eye, while in the 0 plantstructures are not be recognized.
The organic matter is broken down by soil animals or by fungi.
In the top of the mineral soil the organic matter is mixed by
soil animals with mineral particles, thus forming a relatively
dark horizon, which is called A -horizon. The latter may be
single or compound. If it ig compound, subhorizons are numbered
from the top downv;ards by adding an arabic number to the designation A^(cf. Blakawatra 13: All, A12, A13, Al^f, AI5).
Sometimes the A^-horizon was removed by erosion and a new A horizon developed in the top of the B-horizon. In that case the
new A_-horizon is named as such, but between brackets the designation of the B-horizon is added (cf, Blakawatra I6, All(=Blt)).
^is

Below the A -, an A -horizon may follow which^devoid of or
contains only few organic matter and iron. This eluvial horizon
has consequently a very light color (cf. Coesewijne 1 and Nijnzorgwegl). If necessary an A -horizon is subdivided into A21
and A22.
Below the A -horizon one or two transitional horizons may follov/,
which are called A3 or B ; the A3-horizon has more A--properties, the B-horizon, more B - properties (see below).
The B-horizon is d^.fined on the following properties
a.
maximvim illuviation of organic matter, whether or not together with iron and/or aluminmm resulting in a B2h (humus),
a B2hir or B2hfe (humus and iron) ar a B2-ir or B2fe (iron)
horizon.
An extra suffix "m" is added in case of induration (cf.
Blakawatra ?)• The B2h-horizon may be weakly developed and
it may occur betv/een two A^-subhorizons. A well-developed
B2h-horizon generally is darkbrown to black, a B2ir-horizon
being more brownish or reddish, B2h-horizons generally occur
in light textured soils.

-1>
The organic aatter occurs in these horizons as amorphous
material in patches, coating and porefillings on and between
the sandgrains. The occurance of B2h-horizons indicates a
passive movement of organic matter from the topsoil downwards and relatively poor living environments for plants
and animals.
Maximum illuviation of clay, whether or not together with
ironcompounds. The result is a B2t (textural-B)-horizon«
It is yellowish, reddish or whitish in color, depending on
drainage-conditions. The illuviated material (cf» appendix
2, in the description of B2t-horizons: ferriargillans)
occurs in a B2t-horizon as patches, coating and porefillings
on and between sandgrains and structural elements. Theoretically this type of B2-horizon should be heavier textured
than the overlying A-horizon, since clay moved from A to B«
In th» soils under consideration, however, this is not always true, since in some cases heavier textured layers
from origin overlie ligther textured layers.
In the investigated areas we noticed several times B2hhorizons overlying B2t-horizons (cf. Blakawatra 4), denoting
an increasing impoverishment of the soils under consideration.
In some of the investigated soils gray brown patches occur
in the B2t-horizon, caused by active replacement of organic
matter from the topsoil by means of soil animals.
Maximum liberation of iron oxides, denoted gs B2-horizon
without suffix-addition. In this case the iron compounds,
orginating from the interior of the sandgrains caat the
exterior of the sandgrains.
Consequently there is no iron-illuviation. This type of
B2-horizon is generally yellowish, brownish or reddish and
sometimes hardly to distinguish from a (weakly developed)
B2t-horizon.
The absolute absence of textural differences indicates and
microscopical analyses proves easily the presence of this
type of B2-horizon.
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Active replacement of organic matter is generally to be
found in these B2-horizons as brownish patches.
The B3-horizon forms the transition to the C-horizon.
A horizon labelled as B3 should have the properties of the overlying B2-horizon, but weakly expressed.
The difference in nam.ing a horizon as lowest subhorizon of the
B2 (e.g. B23t) or aa B3 is in many cases rather arbitrary.
Below the B3-horizon, in the field a C-horizon may follow and
theoretically should follow in most cases. It generally occurs
in the tropics in well- and excessively drained soils only at
great depth. It should show very few or no indications of soil
formation. We geEuertally only ua« tiiis designation in the deeper
layers of Imperfectly or poorly drained soils. -

.-• -

T Q ^-ach o£ the above-mentioned horizon designations a suffix
"g" may be added if necessary. This "g" stands for'*gleJfy indicating the process of periodical reduction and oxidation in the
horizon under consideration. Under influence of the action of
groTm*wat«r iron, may be transferred from ferri-into ferro-corapounds, the latter being generally indicated by grey, blue, black
or greenish colors. The ferro-compounds may move and be rearranged (seggregated) on subsequent oxidation of the horizon. The
ironcorapounds precipitate as brown,yellow or red mottles which
may gradually change into hard nodules or concretions (plinthite)
Mottles or concretions are no absolute proof of the periodical
presence of a groundwatertable, since they may be fossile
(cf. Esterslust k and 5, subsoil). Therefore a suffix "g" is only
added on base of gray colors with chroma's of tv/o or less.
In some profiles (cf, Pallisadenweg 1 and Mijnzorgweg l) some
horizon designations are proceeded by a Roman number. This
number c.q, "II" indicates that the subsoil material is of
different origin. In this case swamp clay underlies ridge sands»
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SOIL CLASSIFICATION.
The investigated soils were named (i.e. classified) according
to the 1967-Suppleraent to the 7th Approximation of the ÜSDA
system for soil classification (U.S. Soil Survey Staff, I96O,
1967), This system, which might be compared with a flora used
by botanists, is a morphometric system, i.e. names are based
on measurable morphological soil properties, which are supposed
to reflect particular stages of particular soil forming processes.
Since the system is new and not yet quite completed, we will
discuss below how and v/hy we named the investigated soils.
In the table 8a the soils are presented alfabetically with their
classification. In table 8b classification units are presented
with the soils which are named as such.
The arrangement of the discussion is according to the landscapes in which the soils are situated.
It should be stressed that the presented classification has a
provisonal' character. Even the most simple analytical data are
missing for the soils under consideration. Consequently the .
classification is entirely based on field estimations,
a) Soils of the Young__Coastal Plain,
Profile: Mijnzorgweg 1,
This is a mineral soil with no other diagnostic horizon than an
ochric epipedon (light colored topsoil, with few organic matter).
The soil belongs to the Order of the Entisols (soils with few
soil development). It lackscharacteristics associated with .
wetness, within 50 cm of the soil-surface, so it does not belong
to the suborder of the Aquents,
Below 25 cm textures are coarser than loamy fine sand up to
1 metre and no fragments of diagnostic horizons occur (Suborder
of the Psamments i,e, sandy Entisols), Soil temperatures are
warmer than those of the Cryopsamments (cold Psamments).
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In the sand fraction probably more than 95?^ normally insoluble
minerals occur, that do not weather to liberate iron or aluminum. So at Great Group level the soil should be classified as
Quartaipsamment (i.e. chemically poor Psamments).
The soil shows more characteristics associated with wetness
than the Typic Quartzipsamments, It is classified as an Aquic
subgroup. The soil shows an albic horizon underlying the A .
Inmediately below the albic horizon a weakly expressed B-horizon
follows (with organic matter illuviation) which has humus fibers
with color values one unit darker than those of the albic. ("She
soil tends to become a Spodosoi i.e. a podzol). It belongs to a
spodic subgroup of the Quartzipsamments. The final name at subgroup level is an Aguic Spodic Quartzipsamment.
b. Soils of the Off-Shore Bar i^2'^2£-Ë£*
Profile: Pallisadenweg 1
This is a mineral soil with a spodic-B (Spodosoi). It has not
enough characteristics associated with wetness to be classified
as an Aquod. The spodic horizon has in some subhorizon a Fe/G
ratio lower than 6, without having subhorizons which do not turn
redder on ignation; so the soil is an Orthod. It has no placic
horizon, but it has a fragipan below the spodic horizon. It
should be classified as Fragiorthod, It has more characteristics
associated with wetness than the Typic Fragiorthod and too fev/
organic matter in the Spodic-B, At subgroup level it was classified aë Entic Aquic Fragiorthod.
c. Soils of the Old Sea Clay Landscape.
All investigated soils in this landscape are Ultisols, i.e. they
are characterized by a B-horizon with clay illuviation.
The B-horizons meet the requirements of an argillac horizon and
the soils have base saturations lower than 33%»
Some of the soils under consideration are Aquults (wet Ultisols).-
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They match the properties (i.e. small differences between summer
and winter-temperature at 50 cm) of the Tropaquults, but differ
from the Typic Tropaquults in having more than 5^ plinthite
within 1,5 m« They were classified as Plinthic Tropaquults
(Estereiiist 1 and Coesewijne 9).
The other soils have less characteristics associated with wetness than the Aquults and were classified as Udults. Esterslust
k and 5 contain more than 30% plinthite within 1,25 m» and were
labelled as Plinthudults» Esterslust 2 and 3 are Tropudults,
Esterslust 3 meets the requirements of the Typic Tropudult,
though because it is partly truncated, we should add the phziase
"slightly eroded phase".
Esterlust 2 has more characteristics associated with wetness and
more plinthite than the Typic Tropudults, resulting in the name:
Aquic Plinthite Tropudult,
d. Soils of the Coverlandscape.
The investigated Soils of the Coverlandscape belong to the fouifollowing orders: Entisols, Spodosols, Ultisols and Inceptisols=
To the Entisols belong among others the deeply bleached soils of
the Coverlandscape, whether in flat or sloping position. They
consist up to a depth of several metres of entirely bleached
sandgrains. Following the 7th Approximation they should be named
as Spodosols and more particularly as Tropohumods. Here, we preferred not to follow the line of the classification system under
consideration.
Since in this system Spodosols are defined on base of the properties of the B-horizon and since in the deeply bleached soils
of the Goverlandscape the B-horizon can not be studied within
2 metres, we neglected the presence of the B-horizon and considered these soils as Entisols.
Characteristics associated with wetness are lacking, texture'=;
are coarser than loamy fine sand (in fact all textures in this
soils are coarse sands) till more than one metre and the soils
contain more than 95^ nonweatherable minerals.
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Consequently we classified these soils as Typic Quartzipsamments
(profiles; Blakawatra 6 and 1^, Coesewijne l ) .
To the Spodosols belong those soils which have a spodic-B (illuviation of humus and iron), wether or not under-lain by an argillac-B (illuviation of fine clay and iron). It should be stressed
(cf, chapter ?) that the classification exactly follows the increasing impoveriahment of the soil and is primarily based on
the youngest stage of soil development.
The Spodosols under consideration may be subdivided into wet
and dry Spodosols. Coesewijne 6 is a wet Spodosol. It meets all
requirements of a Typic Tropaquod.The dry Spodosols are all
characterized by illuviation of organic matter, without having a
subhorizon of the Spodic-B, which is devoid of iron (Orthods),
One of them has a fragipan below the Spodic-B and was classified
as Typic Fragiorthod (Blakawatra ?). The othet Orthods are Haplorthods/should have more than 5°C difference between summer
and winter-temperature at 50 cm depth, we suggest to name them
Tropic Haplorthods, Three groups: of Tropic Haplorthods were
distinguished, viz.,
i»
without characteristics associated with wetness, but v/ith
an argillac B below the spodic-B (Ultic Tropic Haplorthods)
(Blakawatra 3 and 12, Coesewijne 5 en Singrilanti l ) ,
ii. without characteristics associated with wetness and without
an argillac-B below the spodic-B (Tropic Haplorthods)
. (Blakawatra 5 and 13)»
iii. with characteristics associated v;ith wetness (but not enough
to classify them as Aquods), but without a argillac-B, under
-lying the spodic-B (Aquic Tropic Haplorthods) (Coesewijne 3)
The investigated soils were only named as Ultisols if they met
the following requirements:
a. clay illuviation cutans in the B-horizon;
b. enough difference in clay content between A-and B-horizon,
within 30 cm;
£• no Spodic horizon overlying the argillac horizon.
Since Haplorthods

.- . _
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They all have base saturations low enough to meet the requirements of the Ultisols,
The Ultisols under consideration were subdivided into the
following suborders: Aquults (wet Ultisols) Humults (deeply ,
humose Ultisols) and Udults (restgroup).
Profile Kamp VIII, 1 has no plinthite or fragipan and meets all
the climatic requirements of the Tropaquults, so it was named
as Typic Tropaquult. Blakawatra 2 was classified as Typic Tropohumult with the addition "deep phase" since the upper boxindary
of the argillac lies deeper than 60 cm below the soil surface.
All investigated Udults were Tropudults. Three subgroups were
distinguished viz.,
i.
Typic Tropudults; Blakawatra 8, 10 and 11, Eamp VIII, 2 and

3.
ii.

Typic Tropudults, eroded phase: Blakawatra l6, Goliath 2
Powaka 1 and Coesewijne h. The original soils have been
truncated by erosion and a new A-horizon developed in the
B-horizon.
iii. Aquic Plinthic Tropudults; Blakawatra 15 like the central
concept, but with more than ^% plinthite within 1,5 metre
and characteristics, associated with wetness within 75 cm»
The Inceptisols among the studied soils lack a Spodic-B,
They have clay illuviation, but they do not meet the requirements of an argillac-B, The subsurface horizon, however, has
textures fine enough to classify these soils as Inceptisols and
at lower level as Dystropepts (Blakawatra 9» Powaka 2 and Coesewijne 8),
Finally a group of soils remain which have too few organic
matter illuviation to classify them as Spodosols. They have no
clay illuviation or so few that they do not meet the requirements of the Ultisols, Textures in the B-horizon are too coarse
to recognize a cambic horizon. Still they have a brownish,
yellowish or reddish-B-horizon, We classified them as intergrades between Inceptisols and Entisols c,q, as Dystropeptic
Quartzipsamments (Blakawatra 1 and ^, Coesewijne 2 and 7i
Goliath 1),
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Profile

Classification unit:

Blakawatra 1

Dystropeptic Quartzipsarament

2

(Typic) Tropohumult, deep phase

3

Ultic Tropic Haplorthod

k

Dystropeptic Quartzipsarament

3

Tropic Haplorthod

6

Typic Quartzipsamment

7

Typic Fragiorthod

8

Typic Tropudult

9

Dystropept

10

Typic Tropudult

11

Typic Tropudult

12

Ultic Tropic Haplorthod

13

Tropic Haplorthod

1^

Typic Quartzipsarament

15

Aquic Plinthic Tropudult

16

(Typic) Tropudult, eroded phase

Coesewijne 1

Typic Quartzipsarament

2

Dystropeptic Quartzipsarament

3

Aquic Tropic Haplorthhd

k

(Typic) Tropudult, eroded phase

3

Ultic Tropic Haplorthod

6

Typic Tropaquod

7
8

Dystropeptic Quartzipsarament

9

Plinthic Tropaquult

Dystropept .
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Esterslust 1
2
3

3

Plinthic Tropaquult
Aquic Plinthic Tropudult
Typic Tropudult
Plinthudult
Plinthudult

1

Dystropeptic Quartzipsamment

2

(Typic) Tropudult, eroded phase

k

Goliath
/

Typic Tropaquult
Typic Tropudult
Typic Tropudult

Hamp VIII 1
2

3
Mijnzorgweg

Aquic Spodic Quartzipsamment

Pallisadenweg

1

Entic Aquic Fragiorthod

Powaka

1

(Typic) Tropudult, eroded phase

2

Dystropept

Singrilanti

Ultic Tropic Haplorthod

?ABLE_8bj__SH0WING_CLA§SIFICATI0N_UNITS_VSj__^^
Typic Quartzipsamments
Blakawatra 6 and l4, Coesewijne 1
Aquic Spodic Quartzipsamment
Mijnzorgweg 1
Dystropeptic Quartzipsamments
Blakawatra 1, ^, Coeswwijne 2, 7, Goliath 1
Dystropepts
Blakawatra 9, Coesewijne 8, Powaka 2
Typic Tropaquod
Coesewijne 6
Typic Fragiorthod
Blakawatra 7
Entic Aquic Fragiorthod
Pallisadenweg 1
Tropic Haplorthods
Blakawatra 5 and 13
Aquic Tropic Haplorthod
Coesewijne 3
Ultic Tropic Haplorthods
Blakawatra 3» 12, Coesewijne 5, Singrilanti 1
Typic Tropaquult
Kamp VIII, 1
Plinthic Tropaquults
Esterslust 1, Coesewijne 9
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Typic Tropohumult, deep phase
Blakawatra 2
Plinthudults
Esterslust k and 5
Typic Tropudult
Esterslust 2 and 3, Blakawatra 8, 10 and 11, Kamp VIII 2 and 3
Typic Tropudult, eroded phase
Blakav/atra l6, Goliath 2, Powaka 1, Coesewijne k
Aquic Plinthic Eropudult
Blakawatra 15
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SOIL SUITABILITY FOR PINUS CARIBAEA, VAR. HQNDURENSIS.
9.I.

Introductiono
In describing soil profiles for the purpose of determining the suitability for Pinus caribaea, var, hondiirensis, the first problem to be solved was to recognize the
growth limiting factors for this tree.
A number of profiles was situated in experimental yield
plots, where growth and yield are periodically measured
Soon we got the impression that the tree under consideration reacts on soil properties in a similar way as moat
dry land trees, such as citrus and oil-palm, but also
apple-trees (cf. Slager, 1966a). This implies that the
growth of Pinus/positively correlated with the amounts
of plant available moisture, oxigen, and plantnutrients
in the soil and with rootable soil depth.
The amount of plant available moisture in the soil depends on the amount of fine organic and inorganic •
particles in the soil (moisture retention), on the depth
of the groundwaterlevel and its fluctuation (capillaj-y
rise) and on possible lateral water influx (on lovirer part
of slopes).
The amount of plant available nutrients in soils as poor
as those under consideration, almost entirely depends
on the amount and natiire of the organic fraction of the
soil.
The amounts of oxigen and carbondioxide are correlated
both with the depth of the groundwaterlevel and on the
porosity. Well-drained or excessively drained soils in the
areas under consideration seldomly suffer from lack of
oxigen or excess of carbondioxide.
fiootability depends on many of the above-mentioned factors,
A soil is not rooted, however, if no pores are present to
reach the stored moisture and mineral reserves (cf. Slager
1966 a).
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Working method»
During fieldwork ^0 profile descriptions have been corapi~
led» Each of them presents some information on the entire
profile and describes the properties of each genetic horizon (cf. Appendix 2). Nineteen profiles were described
under Pinus in permanent yield plots . In this chapter
we will compare the soil properties with the growth re^
suits. Since it is rather cumbersome to compare entire
profile descriptions, soils were compared on base of their
main physical properties (cf. 9.l)
Thus graph's were compiled for the following propertiess
1.

influence of groundwater, showing for each soil the
depth at which"characteristics associated with wetnesd'
(U.S. Soil Survey Staff, i960) occur, together with
the possible occurrence of lateral water influx.

2.

Texture, using classes defined by the U.S. Soil
Sxirvey Staff, (I962).
3» Organic matter distribution, based on field estÏKations,
4, Distribution of fine biopores, based on countings in
the field (cf, v/d Plas and Slager, 196^ and Slager,
196^, 1966a, 1966b),
Although the problem was somewhat reduced in that way,
it was still unsolvable. Only for item l) a simple evaluation was obtained. It seerac:! necessary to reduce
trends for texture, organic natter and biopores to such
a simple number. How this reduction was done, will be
illustrated with the biopore trends.
The profile was split up into layers, which showed a
homogeneous number of biopores in the following abundance
classes per square centimeter: less than 2, 2-5» 5'-10, anni.
more than 15 (cf. Slager, 1966a), Some profiles showodnumbers of biopores which remained constant with depths,
Other profiles showed either an increasing or a decreasing amount of biopores. A third group of profiles
showed at some depth a layer which was either less more
porous than the topsoil and subsoil.
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Thus groups were defined from low to high porosity cf«
graph 9a. The lovrest nixmber v/as given to soils with 2-5
biopores per sq. cm in the topsoil and less than 2 in
the subsoil, the highest number was given to a soil with
10-15 biopores per sq» cm in both the topsoil and the
subsoil, but with more than 15 in the transitional layer.
Similar reduction was applied to the trends of texture
and organic matter. The final result was a set of four
simple number for the diagnostic properties of each soilv,
Finally for each soil its suitability was plotted against
each set of diagnostic properties.
9.3.

Grouping of .soils.
In this section we vifill compare grovi^th results with soil
properties. The growth results are indicated as "site
classes", numbered from 1 to 55in -whieh group 1 shows
the best yield of Pinus caribaea var, hondurensis. In order
to group together soils with similar properties an to
seperate them from soils with other properties, the classes
were subdivided.
It should be realized, however, that soils in different
subclasses of the same main class have the same suitability, though it results from different combinations of
soil properties.

Class 1.
Profiles: Blakawatra 2 (Typic Tropohumult, deep phase)
Blakawatra 9 (Typic Dystropept),
Well-drained, medium to light textured (colluvial)
Coesewi.jno deposits in a weakly sloping position, at the
lower side of the slope near a crsak.
Characteristics associated with wetness occur between 100
and 125 cm; sandy loam; 50-100 cm thick layer with common
to much organic matter; intermediate bioporosity.
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The presence of a water-supply via capillary rise is
supposed to be the main cause of the high suitability
of these soils for P, caribaea.
Class 2,1
Profiles: Blakawatra

Z> \

Blakawatrai 5 I (^itic Tropic Haplorthods)
Blakawatra 13 j
Singrilanti 1 y
Light textured, somewhat excessively drained, Coesewijne
deposits in a weakly sloping position, mostly half way
between plateau and creek.
No characteristics associated with wetness or very deep;
loamy coarse sand; 100-150 cm thick layer with common to
much organic matter; intermediate bioporosity.
Variations within this subclass are Blakawatra 13 and
Singrilanti 1,
In Blakawatra 13 a lower bioporosity is compensated by a
very thick organic matter layer. In Singrilanti 1 a somewhat lower organic matter contant^compensated by a somewhat heavier texture.
Class 2.2
Profiles: Blakawatra 10
(Typic Tropudults)
Blakawatra 11
Blakawatra 12
(Ultic Tropic Haplorthod)
Powaka 2
(Typic Dystropept)
Light medium textured, well drained, Coesewijne deposits
in a weakly sloping position, mostly half way between
plateau and creek.
No characteristics associated with wetness or very deep;
(coarse) sandy loam; 50-100 era thick layer with common %o
much organic matter; intermediate bioporosity,
A variation is presented by Powaka 2 where a relative thin
layer with organic matter is compensated'by asoDOiaiiat
higher porosity.
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A comparison between the soils of subclasses 2.1 and 2,2
shows that combination of a li^ht texture and a deep
humosity (subslass 2,1) results in the same suitability
as the combination of a-heavier texture and a shallower
humosity (subclass 2,2).
Class 2.3
Profile: Blakawatra 7

(Typic Fragiorthod),

Light textured, well-drained to somewhat excessively
drained, Coesewijne deposits in a position similar to
the soils which belong to subgroup 2.1 and 2,2,
Sand f 50-100 cm thick layer with common to much organic
matter; no characteristics associated with wetness or only very deep; intermediate bioporosity; slightly permeable
pan at 1 meter depth.
Porosity is-about the same as in the soils of subclasses
2.1 and 2,2, Based on the combination of the thickness of
the jLayer with organic matter and texture it-belongs
neither • to subclass 2.1 nor to subclass 2,2,
The pan is believed to be deep enough as not to interfere
with rootdevelopment on the one land, while it is impermeable enough to prevent a quick loss of rainwater from
the soil.
Class 3,1
— —

(Dystropeptic Quartzipsamments)

Coesewijne 2
Light textured, somewhat excessively drained, Coesev/i.lne
deposits in a weakly sloping to flat position at the upper
side of slopes,
(Slightly) loamy sand; no characteristics associated with
wetness or very deep; low bioporosity; 30-100 cm thick 1
layer with few to common organic matter.
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As for texture these soils correspond to those of subclass 2,1; their shallower humosity and lower bioporo»*
sity explain the lower suitability»
Class 3»2»
Profile^ Blakawatra 8

(Typic Tropudult)

Light to medium textured, well-drained, Coesewijne deposits, in weakly sloping position, half way between plateau
and creek.
No characteristics associated with wetness or only very
deep; (coarse) sandy loam; 50 cm thick layer with few
to common organic matter; low bioporosity.
This soil differs from Powaka 2 by a lower organic matter
content and a lower bioporosity, explaining its lower
suitability than Powaka 2 (class 2 ) .
Class 3.3
Profile: Coesewijne 3

(Aquic Tropic Haplorthod)

Light to medium textured, v/ell-drained, possibly colluvial Coesewijne deposits at the slope foot.
Loamy sand; possibly lateral water influx; 50-100 cm thick
layer v/ith common to much organic matter; very high porosity.
As far as physical factors are included this soil shouJ.d
be classified into class 2 (2.2). The lower suitability
may result from very low fertility.
Class 4.1
Profiles: Blakawatra è> ,„ . ^
. .
. \
^•Lx
(Typxc Quartzipsamments)
Coesewijne 1
Very light textured, deeply bleached, excessively drained
Coesewijne deposits, in a sloping position at the lov/er
half
of the slope with lateral water influx from higher
parts.
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Coarse sand throughout the profile, no characteristics
associated with wetness, less than 50 cm thick layer
with few organic matter.
Very low bioporoeity.
These soils are lighter textured than those of class 3»1;
they have a lower bioporosity and their humosity is much
lower, which results in a lower suitability.
They are higher classified than the soils of-class 5$
from which they do no differ morphologically. The main
difference between the two groups is their position in the
landscape.
Class k,2
Profile: Blakawatra 1

(Dystropeptic Quartzipsamment)

Very light text^ared, exeessively drained Coesewijne deposits in a weakly sloping position at the upper side of
the slope. (Slightly loamy) coarse sand: no charao-fee»»
ristics associated with wetness; 50-100 cm with common
organic matter; low bioporosity.
The soils of this group are comparabl* to those of subclass 3«li but their waterretention is lower.
Glass 5»
Profile^ Blakawatra 1^
Soils which are morphologically identical to those of
subclass ^,1, but they occur in-completely flat positions
only (white sand plateau soils)•

ÏABLE_9ai_SH0WING_PR0FILE_MMBERS_VS,_Sy

Profile nuralber

P. caribaea var, hondiorensis
Site - Cl.assification *
(Dutch : "boniteit")

Blakawatra

1
2

3

h
1
2

3
5
6
7

2

8
9

3

10
11
12
13
Coesewijne

Powaka
Singrilanti

2
1
1 or 2
1 or 2
2
2

Ik
1

5

2

if

3

3
2 (or 35
3 (or 2)

2
1

^

(or 2)

Concluded from periodic measurements ("upperheight" = arithmetic
mean of 100, regularly distributed, trees per hectare) in the
corresponding permanent yield plots»

TABLE 9b, SHOWING SUITABILITY GROUPS VS« PROFILE NUMBERS
Suitability class
1

2
2.1

2.2

2.3
3
3.1
3.2
3.3
k
k,X
k,2.
5

Profile number,
Blakawatra

2

Blakawatra

9

Blakawatra
Blakawatra

3
5

Blakawatra
Singrilanti

13
1

Blakawatra
Blakawatra
Blakawatra
Powaka
Blakawatra

10

Blakawatra
Coesewijne
Blakawatra
Coesewijne

k

8
3

Blakawatra
Coesewijne
Blakawatra
Blakawatra

6
1
1
1^

11
12
2

7

2
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APPENDIX 1.
LOCATION OF PROFILES ACCORDING TO FOREST SERVICE NOMENCLATURE
Blakawatra
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Kamp VIII
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-1.1GENERAL DATA
Profile nvimber; Blakawatra 1
Location; Topographical map of Surinam, scale 1:^0,000 (1959),
sheet: 22b ; coordinates:?^ 917.660

— E

385-220.

Date of description; 9-3-196?
Described by; S, Slager and W.Saro
SOIL SITE CAHARCTERISTICS
Classification; Dyatropeptic Quartzipsarament (7th ApproX«, 196?)
Climate: a) according to data Meteo Service Paramaribo
b) the profile was described in the short dry season,
in which evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
c) in the fortnight preceeding the description evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
Landuse: Pinus plantation
Geology; light textured Tertiary \ co.ntinental

deposits

Physiography; Plateau edge, top of slope
Relief; flat;

micro-relief; flat

Slope; class A,

1-3^

Altitude: 19m. + NSP (mean sea level)
Hydrology; a) Soil drainage class: somewhat excessively drained
b) Groundwatertable;
presumed highest: deeper than 2m
presumed lowest : several meters
actual

: deeper than 2m

c) Artificial drainage: none
Biological activity;
a) Rootdevelopment:
0-10 cm: common fine and few large roots
10-35 cm: few fine and few large roots
35-180 cm: very few fine amd large roots
b) Biopores;
0-90 cm: common very fine and no larger biopores
+90 cm; few very fine and no larger biopores
°^ 2£Eiè_2£_JJ2éiSiH£^2Sf»2IJ^^°-^-''-" <ieeper than 200 cm.
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Human activity: The orginal Xerophytic forest had a treeheight of
some 18 metres,In I96O the forest has been dozered.
The debris has been dozered into ridges, but was not
burnt. The topsoil has been removed for a substantM
part,
DESCRIPTION OF SOIL HORIZONS
1-0 cm, 0]_, needles of Pinus,
0-10 cm. All, very dark grayish brown (lOYR 5/2» broken and
rubbed, moist); loamy coarse sand with much
organic matter; no macrostructure; common fine
biopores; friable; pH(Hellige):5jgradual and
smooth on:
10-55 cm, A12=:B2h?, very dark grayCish brown) (lOYR 3/1,5t
broken and rubbed, moist); slightly loamy coarse
sand with much organic matter; no macrostructure;
common fine biopores; friable; pH(Hellige):5>
gradual and smooth on:
' 55-76 cm, A3, dark brovm (lOYR V 5 , broken and rubbed, moist),
coarsely spotted (10?^) with lOYR 5/8; slightly
loamy coarse sand with common organic matter;
no macrostructure;common fine biopores; very
friable; pH(Hellige):5,5; clear and smooth on:
76-90 cm, B^, yellowish brown (lOYR 5/8j broken and rubbed,
moist), coarsely spotted with (hO%) lOYR V 3 ;
loamy cosirse sand with few organic matter; no
macrostructure; common fine biopores; friable;
pH(Hellige):5,5» clear and smooth on:
90-127 cm, B2t, reddish yellow (7,5YR 6/8, broken and rubbed,
moist), very coarsely spotted with 5YR 5«5/8;
^% pedotubules lOYR k/3i loamy coarse sand; no
macrostructxire; few fine biopores; possibly few
ferriargillans; slightly fJLrm; pH(Hellige) :5,5
clear and smooth on:

-1.3-

127-l80(+), B3, yellow (lOYR 7,5/8, bi*oken and rubbed, moist);
5^ pedotubules lOYR V 3 ; (slightly loamy)
coarse sand; no macrostructiire; few fine biopores;
very friable to loose; pH(Heilige)46
DISTRIBUTION OF VERY FINE BIOPORES
depth in cm

10
20
30
^0
50
60
70
80
90
100
120
1^0
160

very fine biopores/cm
7,9,5,6,7
5,6,6,8,6
11,1^,7,8,9
9,8,9,7,5
5,10,9,2,8
6,^,8,6,^
8,4,7,2,10
4,6,2.11,8
5,3.3,5,4
3.4,4,6,4
5,4,6,3,4
2,5,^,1,2
3.3,4,7,4

2

meati/cra

6,8
6,2
9,8
7,6
6,8
5,6
6,2
6,2
4.0
4,2
4,4
2,8
^,2
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GENERAL DATA
Profile number: Blakawatra 2
Location; Topograhical map of Surinam, scale l:4o,000 (l959?»
sheet: 22b ; coordinates: N 917,900
— E 385,200,
Date of description; 9-3-196?
Described by: S, Slager and W.Saro
SOIL SITE CHARACTEBISTICS
Classification:(Typic) Tropohumult, deep phase (7th Approx,, 1967)
Climate; a) according to data Metee Service Paramaribo
b) the profile was described in the short dry period in
which evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
c) in the fortnight preceeding the description evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
Landuse: Pinus plantation
Geology,: Light on medium textured Tertiary ^ cootictental "
deposits
Physiography;; Downside of slope near swamp
Relief; flat; micro-relief; flat
Slope; Class A, 1-3^
Altitude; 9 m, + NSP (mean sea level)
Hydrology; a) Soil ^ainage_class: (moderately) well-drained
b) Groundwatertable:
presumed highest: II5 cm
presumed lowest : 200 cm
actual
: 130 cm
c) Artificial_drainage: none
d) Flooding: none
Biological activity; a) Rootdevelogment:
0-115 cm; few fine and common large roots
+115 cm: very few fine and large roots
b) Biopores: common very fine and no larger biopores
*^^ 2£Êiè»2£-.ïïi-iS5lH!-£5_^2-^°-'-^* cls^psr thaji 130 cm

-2.2-

11»

Human activity; The original mesophytic forest with a tree height
of 20-30 m. has been adapted for Pinus growth in
the same way as in the yieldplot of Blakawatra !•

C,

DESCRIPTION OF SOIL HORIZONS
1-0 era, 0^»
needles of Pinus
0-5 cm, ^±x* pale brown (lOYR 6/3, moist); coarse sand with very
few organic matter; no macrostructvire; loose; pH
(Heilige):6; clear and smooth on:
5-^0 cm, A12, very dark grayish brown (lOYR 3/2, moist); slightly
loamy sand with common organic matter; no macrostructure; common fine biopores; very friable; pH
(Heilige):4,5; diffuse and smooth on:
^0-68 cm, Bi=B2h?; very dark gray (-ish brown) (lOYR 3/1.5» moist;
sandy loam with much organic matter; no macrostructure; few to common fine, biopores; slightly
sticky, non plastic; pH(Hellige):5; gradual and
smooth on:
68-90 cm; B21t, dark brown (lOYR 3/3, moist); sandy loam with
few organic matter; no macrostructure; common fine
biopores; possibly many ferriargillans; friable
to slightly sticlqy, non plastic; few, fine, faint,
dark yellowish brown (lOYR k/k)iFe)
mottles; pH
\Hellige):5; diffuse and smooth on:
90-115 cm, B22t, dark brown (lOYR 3,5/3, moist); loamy sand; no
macrostructure; few fine biopores; possibly many
ferriargillans; friable to slightly sticky, non
plastic; few, fine, faint yellowish red (5YR k/6)
(Fe) mottles; pH(Hellige):5,5-6; gradual and
smooth on:
115-130(+)cm, B3g, grayish brovm (lOYR 5/2, moist); sandy loam;
no macrostructure; common fine biopores; slightly
sticky, plastic; common, fine, faint, yellowish
brown (lOYR 5/6)(Fe) mottles; pH(Hellige):5

I

DISTRIBUTION OF VERY FINE BIOPORES
depth in cm

' ^

very fine biopores/cm

10
20
30

4,if,2,12,9
9,6,9,^,6
9,^,11,9,6

ko

^,5,5,3,^

50

6,6,5,^,5

60
70
80
90
100
120

'y,'^^^,^,^

7,6,7,6,4
^,6,5,9,4
6,3,5,7,8
5,4,7,4,3
6,6,7,9,10

2

/ 2
mean/cm

6,2
6,8
6,0
^,2
5,2
5,0
6,0
5*6
5,8
4,6
7,6

J

•3.1A. GENERAL DATA
1, Profile number; Blakawatra 3
2, Location? Topograplical map of Surinam, scale 1:^0.000,(1959)»
sheet:22b ; coordinates: N 917.7^0

l-E 385.^60.

3» Date of description: 9-3-1967
4, Described by:

S» Slager and W, Saro

B. SOIL SITE CHARACTERISTICS
I. Classification;Ultic Tropic Haplorthod (7th ApproK.,1967)
2» Qlifflate: a) according to data Meteo Service Paramaribo
b) the profile was described in the short dry season in
which evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall

I

c) in the fortnight preceeding the description evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
3,
^«
5»
6.
7.
8.
9»

Landuse: Pinus plantation
Qeology: light textm-ed Tertiary , eoatineutal.- deposits
Physiography; Plateau edge, top of slope
Relief; flat; micro-relief; flat
Slope; Class A, 1-3^
Altitude; 20 m. + NSP (mean sea level)
Hydrology; a) Soil drainage class: somewhat excessively drained
b) Groundwatertable:
presumed highest: deeper than 200 cm
presumed lowest : several meters
actual
: deeper than 200 cm
c) Artificial drainage: none

10. Biological activity;
a) Rootdevelopment: 0-200 cm: few fine and large roots
b) Biopores: common very fine and no larger biopor^é;--'
c) depth_of_undisturbe(i subsoil: deeper than 200 cm.
II, Human activity;The original forest was/transition from a Xerophytic
to a mesophytic type with a tree height of l8-25 m.
It was adapted for the growth of Pinus in the same way
as the yield plot of Blakawatra 1,

J
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DESCRIPTION OF SOIL HORIZONS
1-0 cm, 0^, needles of Pinus
0-9 cm, A-^, light brownish gray to pale brown (lOYR 6/2,5»moist);
sand with very few organic matter; no macrostructure;
loose; pH(Hellige):6; clear and smooth on:
9-29 cm, A12, very dark grayish brown (lOYR 3/2, moist); slightly
loamy sand with much organic matter; no macrostructure ; common fine biopores; very friable; pH
(Heilige):5; diffuse and smooth on:
29-51 cm, A13=B2h?; dark brown (lOYR 3/3, moist); slightly loamy
sand with much organic matter; no macrostructure;
common fine biopores; very friable; pH(Hellige):5i5»
diffuse and smooth on:
51-79 cm, Al^, dark brown (lOYR 3,5/3» moist); slightly loamy
sand with common organic matter; no macrostructiire;
common fine biopores; very friable; pH(Heilige):6;
gradual and smooth on:
79-99 cm, A3, (dark) brown (lOYR V 3 , moist); slightly loamy
sand with few organic matter; no macrostructure;
common fine biopores; very friable; pH(Heilige):6;
diffuse and smooth on:
99-129 cm, B., brownish yellow (lOYR 5,5/6,dry); slightly loamy
coarse sand; no macrostructure; common fine biopores;
very friable;pH(Heilige):6; diffuse and smooth on:
129«200(+)cm, B2t, reddish yellow (7,5YR 6/6, dry); loamy coarse
sand; no macrostructure; common fine biopores;
possibly few ferriargillans; friable; pH(Heilige):

/
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DISTRIBUTION OF VERY FINE BIOPORES
depth in cm

10
20
30

ko
50

6o
70
80
90
100
120
1^0
160

very fine biopores/cm
5,3,6,8,7
7,7,6,9,10
8,9,13,12,7
6,6,5,^,7
5,7,3,6,8
7,7,6,8,8
4,10,8,3,^
8,8,8,if,if.
6,3,5,3,11
8,7,6,9,^
11,6,7,7,8
8,^,10,6,8
13,9,8,6,8

/ 2
mean/era

5.8
7.8
9,^
5.6
5,8
7,2
5,8
6,k
5,6
6,8
7.8
7,2
8,8
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GENERAL DATA
Profile mtmber; Blakawatra k
Location; Topographical map of Surinam, scale 1:^0,000 (1959)»
sheet; 22b j coordinates: N 917,800
— E 385,6^0
Date of description: 9-3-196?
Described by: S« Slager and W, Saro
SOIL SITE CHARACTERISTICS
Classification: Dystropeptic Quartzipsamment (7th Approx», 196?)
Climate; a) according to data Meteo Service Paramaribo
b) the profile was described in the short dry season in
which evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
c) in the fortnight preceeding the description evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
Landuse: Pinus plantation
Geology: Light textiired, Tertiary, . continental
Physiography: Plateau edge

deposits

Relief: flat; micro-relief: flat
Slope: Class A, 0-3^
Altitude; 20 m. + NSP (mean sea level)
Hydrology; a) Soil drainage class: somewhat excessively drained
b) Groundwatertable:
presumed highest: some metres
presumed lowest : some metres
actual
; some metres
c) Artificial drainage: none
Biological activity;
a) ^oo'tdevelogment:
O-I6O cm: few fine and large roots
b) Bioporesj_
0-90 cm: few very fine and no larger biopores
+90 cm: common very fine sind no larger biopores
c) Degth of_iJ£^isturbed_subsoil:
deeper than I60 cm.

-4.2-

Human activity; The original forest^was transition from a Xerophytic
to a mesophytic type with, a tree height of l8-25 m.
It was adapted for the groawth of Pinus in the
way as the yield plot of Blakawatra 1.
DESCRIPTION OF SOIL HQRIgONS
0,: 1-0 cm,
A

same

needles of Pinus

, 0-12 cm, Light gray (lOÏR 7/l»5)» moist; coarse sand with
many bl§ached grains and very few organic matter;
no macrostructure; few very fine biopores; loose;
pH(Heilige):4; gradual and smooth on:

A12,, 12-37 cm, dark %rayish) brown (lOYR V 2 , 5 ) , moist; coarse
sand with fewr organic matter; no macrostructure; few
very fine biopores; loose; pH(Hellige):4; gradual
and smooth on:

,

A3, 37-7^ cm, dark yellov/ish brown (lOYR V ^ ) , moist; slightly
log.my coarse sand with very fev/ organic matter; no
macrostructure; loose; pH(nellige):5; gradual and
smooth on:
B2(h), 7^-95 cm, (dark) brown (lOYR V 3 ) , moist; slightly loamy
coarse sand with few organic matter; no macrostructure; few very fine biopores; possibly few orgau.-ns;
loose; pH(Hellige):6; diffuse and smooth on:
B2t, 95-160 cm, yellowish brown (lOYR 5/6), moist; slightly loamy
coarse sand; no maci'osti'ucture; probably common
ferriargillans; slightly firm; pH(Hellige):6
DISTRIBUTION OF VERY FINE BIOPORES
depth in cm
20

very fine biopores/cm
•

mean/cm

^,3,3,4,3

3,4

30

3,5,4,4,5

4,2

40

4,4,5,2,4

3,8

50

5.,5v^,3,2

3,8

'60

4,3^3,5,6

4,2

70

5,6,3,5,4

4,6

80

3,4,5,3,6

4,2

90

6,3^3,6,6

4,8

100

5,6,5,5,7

5,6

120

7,7,7,6,7

6,8

140

7,8,11,7,7

8,0
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GENERAL DATA
Profile mimber; Blakawatra 5
Location: Topographical map of Surinam, scale 1:40.000 (1959),
sheet: 22b ; coordinates: N 918.000
— E 585-520.
Date of description: 9-5-196?
Described by: S, Slager and W, Saro.
SOIL SITE CHARACTERISTICS
Classification;Ultic Tropic Haplorthod (7th Approx., 196?)
Climate: a) according to data Meteo Service Paramaribo
b) the profile vias described in the short dry season in
which evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
c) in the fortnight proceeding the description evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
Landuse; Pinus plantation
Geology: Light texttired, Tertiary
Physiography: upper part of slope
Relief; flat; micro-relief: flat

continental • deposits

Slope; Class A, 0-5^
Altitude: 15 m. + NSP (mean sea level)
Hydrology: a) Soil drainage class: somewhat excessively drained
b) Groundwatertable:
presumed highest: deeper than 200 cm
presumed lowest : some meters
actual
: deeper than 200 cm
c) Artificial^drainage: none
Biological activity:
a) Rootdevelopment: 0-60 cm, few fine and large roots
60-120 cm very few roots
b) Biopores: common very fine and iao*largjsr biopores
c) Depth of imdisturbed subsoil: deeper than iBO cm
below the soil svirface
Human activity; The original (serai-)raesophyticforest with a tree
height of 20-50 m. has been adapted to the growth of
Pinus in the same was as the yield plot of Blakawatra 1,

-5.2.
C,

DESCRIPTION OF SOIL HORIZONS
1-0 cm, 0^, needles of Pinus
0-19 cm, A , grayish brown (lOYE 5/2, moist); coarse sand with
very few organic matter; no macrostructure; loose;
pH(Hellige):6; clear and smooth on:
19-65 cm, BSh, very dark (grayish) brown (lOYR 2,5/2, moist),
slightly loamy coarse sand; with much organic matter,
no macrostructure; few to common fine biopores;
many organans; slightly firm; pH(Hellige):6; diffuse
and smooth on:
65-89 cm, AI3, dark (grayish) brown (lOYR V2,5, dry); slightly
loamy coarse sand with common organic matter; no
macrostructure; common fine biopores; slightly firm;
some B2h humus fibers with a thickness of 0,5 cm;
pHdiellige);6-6,5; gradual and smooth on:
89-117 cm, A3, yellowish brown (lOYR 5/4, dry); slightly loamy
coarse sand with fev; organic matter; no macrostructure; common fine biopores; slightly firm; pH(Heilige)
'•6^5; diffuse and smooth on:
117-1^5 era» B21t5 yellow (lOYR 7/6, moist); loamy coarse sand; no
macrostructtu'e; many ferriargillans; common fine
biopores; slightly sticky, non plastic; pH(Hellige):6;
diffuse and smooth on:
l43-170(+)cra, B22t, yelloiv (lOYE 7/6, moist); loamy coarse sand;
no macrostructure; many ferriargillans; common fine
biopores; slightly sticky non plastic; common, coarse,
distinct, red (2,5YR 4,5/8)(Fe) mottles; pH(Hellige):
5,5-6

DISTRIBUTION OF BIOPORES
depth in cm

fine biopores/cm

20
30

5,6,3,^,5
8,3,8,8,7
5,6,8,11,7

ko
50
60
70
80
90
100
120

i4o
160

6,9,11,8,7
6,9,8,11,6
13,8,9,9,10
11,8,11,6,7
9,5,7,6,6
15,8,5,9,5
1^,9,8,9,5
5,9,^,7,6
10,7,9,8,6
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GENERAL DATA

1*
2.
3»
4,

Profile n\imber; Blakawatra 6
Location; Topographical map of Surinam, öcale 1:40,000 (1959)»
sheet: 22b ; coordinates: N 918.100
— E 385-620.
Date of description; 9-3-196?
Described by: S, Slager and Vif, Saro-

B,

SOIL SITE CHARACTERISTICS

1, Classification; Typic Quartzipsamment (7th Approx,, 196?)
2» Climate; a) according to data Metee Service Paramaribo
b) the profile was described in the short dry season in
which evapotranspiration exceeded rainfal.1
c) in the fortnight preceedinfe the description evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
5*
k.
5»
6.

Landuse t Pinus plantation
Geology: Light textured, Tertiary,
Physiographyt Slope
Relief; fiat ; micro-relief: flat

continental

deposits

7. Slope; Class A, 0-3?^
8. Altitude: 13m. + NSP (mean sea level)
9.

Hydrology: a) .^oil drainage_^class^ excessively drained
b) Groundwatertable:
presumed highest: some metres
presumed lowest : some metres
actual
: some metres
ci Artificial drainage: none
d) Remark: Lateral groundwater input not negliable
a) Rootdevelogment^ 0-19 cm: few fine and common large
roots
19-160 cm: few large and no fine •
roots
b) Biopores: very few very fine and no larger biopores
c) Degth of undisturbed subsoil: deeper than I60 cm
below the soil surface

-6.211,

Humsin activity; The original Xerophytic forest with a tree height

C»

of 18 metres has been adapted for the growth of
Pinus in the same way as the yield plot of Blakawatra 1,
DESCRIPTION OF SOIL HORIZONS
1-0 cm,
needles of Pinus
O-SOcm, A -., very dark gray (lOYR 3/1» moist); coarse sand with
common organic matter; no macrostructure; very few
fine biopores; loose; pH(Hellige):4; clear and smooth
on:
20-31 cm, A12, Light gray (lOYE 6/1, moist); coarse sand with very
few organic matter; no macrostructure; very few fine
biopores; loose; pH(Hellige):^; diffuse and smooth on:
31-108 cm, A21, Light gray (lOYR 7/l)tffioist; coarse sand; no
macrostructure; very tev fine biopores; loose; pH
(Heilige):^; diffuse and smooth on:
108-160 cm, A22, white (N8/0), moist; coarse sand; no macrostruot^lre; very few fine biopores; loose; pH(Hellige):

k

-7.1GENERAL DATA
Profile number: Blakawatra 7
Location; Topographical map of Sairinam, scale 1:40.000 (1959)»
sheet: 22b ; coordinates: N 917,720
— E 385.780.
Date of description; 10-5-1967
Described by: S, Slager and W, Saro.
SOIL SITE CHARACTERISTICS
Classification: Typic Fragiorthod (7th Approximation, I967)
Climate: a) according to data Meteo Service Paramaribo
b) the profile v/as described in the short dry season in
which evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
c) in the fortnight preceeding the description evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall,
Landuse: Pinus plantation
Geology; Light textvired, Tertiary, continental deposits
Physiography: Plateau-edge
Relief; flat; micro-relief: flat
Slope; Class A, 0-J>%
Altitude: 21 m. + NSP (mean sea level)
Hydrology: a) Soil drainage class: Somewhat excessively drained
b) Qroundwatertable_:
presumed highest: deeper than I80 cm
presumed lowest : several metres
actual
: deeper than I80 cm
Biological activity:
a) Rootdevelopment: 0-25 cm: few fine and large roots
25-120 cm: few to very few fine
and large roots
120-1^0 cm: common fine and large
roots
+1^0 cm: very few to no roots
^^ «iSSSSSS* common very fine and no larger biopores
c) 2££t^^2£-,H2^i2ilH!~£--.fï-S2-^' ^^eper than I80 cm
below the soil surface.

-7.2-

Hiiinan activity:The original (serai-) mesophytic with a tree height
of 20-30 m has been adapted to the growth of Pinus in
the same way as the yield plot of Blakaaatra 1.
DESCRIPTION OF SOIL HORIZONS
O T , 0-1 cm, needles of Pinus
All, 0-25 cm, grayish brown (lOYB 5/2), moist; coarse sand with
few organic matter; noraacrostructure;common very
fine biopores; loose; pH(Hellige):^; gradual and
slightly wavy on:
B2h, 25-^5 cm, very dark grayish brown (lOYR 3/1,5); coarse sand
with much organic matter; no macrostruciure; common
very fine biopores; probably many organans; very
friable; pH(Hellige):4,5; gradual and slightly
wavy on:
A12, 45-7^ cm, very dark grayish brown (lOYR 3/2), moist; coarse
sand with common organic matter; no raacrostructure;
common very fine biopores; very friable; pH(Hellige)
:5,5; clear and smooth on:
A2, 7^-110/119 cm, dark grayish brown (lOYR ^/2), moist; coarse
sand with very few organic matter; no raacrostructure;
common to few very fine biopores; very friable pH
(Heilige):5,5> abrupt and wavy on:
B2h irra, 110/119- 129/160, dark yellowish brown (lOYR V^),moist;
coarse sand with many fine dead rootfragments which
can be recognized as such in the upper part of this
horizon; noraacrostructure,common to few very fine
biopores; very hard; pH(Hellige):5,5; abrupt and
tongued on:
B22(t), 129/160-180 cm, yellowish brown (lOYR 5/^), moist;
slightly loamy coarse sand; no raacrostructure;
many very fine biopores; possibly some ferriargillans,
friable; pH(Hellige):5,5

7.5-

DISTRIBUTION OF VERY FINE BIOPORES
2
depth in cm

very fine biopores/cm

mean/cm

20

8,7,5,5,10

7,0

30
^0

7,10,8,9,8

8,if

6,6,8,9,^

6,6

50
60
70

10,7,6,5,9

7^

5,7,8,6,6

6,^
6,2

80
90
100
120
1^0
160

9,6,7,5,^
8,6,8,7,9
8,8,7,9,6

7,6
7,6

6,4,5,^,6

8,2
5,0

7,9,7,9,11

9,0

8,9,8,9,7

10,9,11,11,13

10,8

•
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A,

GENERAL DATA

1.
2*
3»
k.

Pi'ofile number; Blakawatra 8
Location; Topographical map of Surinam, scale 1:^0,000 (1959),sheet: 22b ; coordinates: N 915.^20
— E 386.880,
Date of description; 9-3-196?
Described by; S, Slager and W, Saro.

B.

SOIL SITE CHARACTERISTICS

1.
2.

Classification;Typic Tropudult (7th Approximation, 196?)
Climate: a) according to' data Meteo Service Paramaribo
b) the profile was described in the short dry season in
which evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
c) in the fortnight preceeding the description evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall

3«

Landuse; Pinus plantation

^»

GeoloPiy- Medium to heavily textured, Tertiary, Continental
deposits

5,

Physiography: upper part of slope

6«

Relief; flat; micro-relief; flat

7*
8.
9.

Slope; Class A, 0-3?^
Altitude; 19 m. + NSP (mean sea level)
Hydrology; a) Soil drainage_class_; well drained
b) Groundwatertable_:
presumed highest: deeper than 1^0 cm
presumed lowest : deeper than 1^0 cm
actual '
: deeper than l4o cm
c) Artificial drainage; none

10. Biological activity:
a) Rootdevelopment: 0-l4o cm: few fine and few large
„
.
roots
b) Biopores; 0-70 cm: common fine and no larger biopores
70-1^0 cm; few fine and no larger
biopores
c) Depth of undisturbed subsoil; deeper than 1^0 cm

-8.2Human activityiThe original (semi-) mesophytic forest haé a tree
height of 20-30 m. In I961 the forest has been
dozered. The debris has been dozered into ridges and
was burnt. The topsoil has been removed for a substantial part.
DESCRIPTION OF SOIL HORIZONS
1-0 cm, 0^, needles of Pinus
0-32 cm, A , very dark (grayish) brown (lOYR 3/2,5)» moist;
coarse sandy loam; common organic matter; moderately very fine subangular blocky with common fine
biopores; slightly sticky and plastic; pH(Hellige):
5; gradual and smooth on:
32-49 cm, A3, dark (grayish) brawn (lOYR 4/2,5), moist; coarse
sandy loajn; few organic matter; moderate very fine
subangular blocky with common fine biopores;
slightly sticky and plastic; pH(Heilige):5; clear
and smooth on:
49-62 cm, B t, brovmish yellow (lOYR 6/6), moist; («oarse sandy)
loam with very few organic matter; mo(5erate very
fine subangular blocky, with common fine biopores
and proably feiv ferriargillans; slightly sticky and
plastic; pH(Hellige):5; gradual and smooth on:
62-90 cm, B21t, brownish yelloiv (lOYR 6/6), moist; loam; moderate
very fine subangular blocky with common to few veryfine biopores and probably many ferriargillans:
slightly sticky and plastic; pH(Hellige):4,5;
gradual and smooth on:
90-143 cm, B22t, reddish yellow (5YR 6/8), moist; loam; moderate
very fine subangular blocky with few very fine
biopores and many ferriargillans; slightly sticky
and plastic; common, medium, faint, yellow
(lOYR 7/6)(Fe) mottles; pH(Hellige):5
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SOIL STRUCTURE
0-49 cm, A^, A3;
A4
III 2
49-62 cm,
B^t:
A4
II-III 2
62-145 cm,

B2t:

A4 II 2

-8.3-

DISTRIBUTION OF BIOPORES

depth in cm

10
20
30

ko
30

60
70
80
90
100
120

(very) fine biopores/cm
8,7,9,5,5
7,8,6,6,7
7,9,10,7,^
8,7,^,5,7
^,6,4,7,5
5,6,^,5,7
7,5i7,7,10
2,1,5,3,2
3,2,2,4,5
3,5,5,5,6
4,3,5,2,5

mean/cm

6,8
6,8
7,4
6,2
5,2
5.4
7,2
2,6
3,2
4,2
3,8
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GENERAL DATA
Profile number; Blakawatra 9
Location: Topographical map of Sxirinam, scale 1:^0,000 (1959),
sheet: 22b

; coordinates: N

915.^^0

— E 386,800.

Date of description: 9-3-1967
Described by: S, Slager and W, Saro.
SOIL SITE CHARACTERISTICS
Classification; Typic Dystropept (7th Approximation, 1967)
Climate; a) according to data Meteo Service Paramaribo
b) the profile was described in the short dry season in
which evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
c) in the fortnight preceeding the description evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
Landuse: Pinus plantation
Geology; Medium textured, Tertiary,
continental deposits
Physiography: DoYmside slope
Relief: flat; micro-relief; flat
Slope: Class A, 0-3%
Altitude: 12,5 m. +NSP (mean sea level)
Hydrology; a) 'Soil__drainage_class£ well drained
b) Groundwatertable:
presumed highest: 100 cm
presumed lov/est : some metres
actual
: deeper than 170 cm
c)Flooding: never
d) Artificial drainage: none
Biological activity: a) Rootdevelopment:
0-10 cm: common fine and large roots
10-60 cm: few fine and few large roots
+60 cm: very few fine and large roots
b) Biopores_£
0-100 cm: common fine and no large biopores
+100 cm: few fine and no large biopores
c) Depth of undisturbed subsoil: deeper than
170 cm

9.2-

Human activity; The original (semi-) mesophytic forest with a tree
height of 20-30 m. has been adapted in the same way
and period as the yield plot of Blakawatra 8,
DESCRIPTION OF SOIL HORIZONS
0,« 1-0 cm,
needles of Pinus
A^^, 0-28 cm, very dark grayish brown (lOYR 3/2), moist;(sandy)
loam with much organic matter; weak very fine subangular blocky with common fine biopores; slightly
sticky and plastic; pH(Hellige):5,5 gradual and
smooth on:
A12, 28-^2 cm, dark (grayish) brown (lOYR 4,3/2), moist (sandy)
loam with common organic matter; weak very fine
subangular blocky with common fine biopores; friable
to slightly sticky and plastic; pH(Hellige):5,3;
diffuse and smooth on:
B-t, 42-79 cm, yellowish brown (lOYR 5/4), moist; sandy loam with
few organic matter; weak very fine subangular blocky
with common fine biopores and possibly few ferriargillans; friable; pH(Heilige) J- 5; gradual ajad
smooth on:
B21t, 79-113 cm, light yellowish brown to light brownish yellow
(lOYR 6/5), moist5coarse sandy loam; weak very fine
subangular blocky with common to few very fine
biopores and probably many ferrisirgillans; slightly
sticky and plastic; few, medium, faint, red
(2,5YR 4/8)(Fe) mottles; pH(Hellige):3 diffuse and
smooth on:
B22tg, 113-130 cm, light gray (lOYR 7/1,3), moist; coarse sandyloam; moderate very fine subanguleir blocky with
few very fine biopores and probably many ferriargillans; slightly sticky and plastic; common,
coarse, distinct, brownish yellow (lOYR 6/8)(Fe)
mottles; pH(Hellige)» 6

-9.3-

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SOIL STRÜCTUEE
0-79 cm, A^, B^t:
79-113 cm,
B21t:
113-150 cm,
B22t:

kk
A^
kh

II
II
II

1
J.
2

2

DISTRIBUTION OF FINE BIOPORES
deptü in cm

10
20
30
^0
50
60
70
80
90
100
120

l4o

(very) fine biopores/cm

2

mean/cm

^,5,5,6,5
5,6,^,6,^

5,0
5,0

^,7,7,5,9
7,8,7,9,8
10,11,10,10,8

e,k

11,9,6,8,7
^,^,6,7,6
9,^,5,8,4
5,3,5,5,5
7,^,6,7,^
^,3,^,3,^
5,3,'t,5,2

7,8
9,8
8,2
5,^
6,0
h,6

3.e
3.6
3.8

J
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GENERAL DATA
Profile number; Blakawatra 10
Location: Topograhical map of Surinam, scale 1:^0.000 (1959)«
sheet: 22b , coordinates: N 9l4.68o

—E

390,620.

Date of description: 9-3-196?
Described by; S,Slager and W, Saro»
SOIL SITE CHARACTERISTICS
Classification; Typic Tropudult (7th Approximation, 196?)
Climate; a) according to data Meteo Service Paramaribo
b) the profile was described in the short dry season in
wieh evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
c) during the fortnight preceeding the description evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
Landuse: Pinus plantation
Geology; Medium textured, Tertiary,
öontinontal deposits
Physiography; Downside slope, near swamp
Relief; flat; micro-relief: flat
Slope; Class A, 0-3^
Altitude; l8 m, + NSP (mean sea level)
Hydrology; a) Soil drainage class: well drained
b) Groundwatertable;
presumed highest: deeper than 150 cm
presumed lowest : some metres
actual
; deeper than 150 cm
c) f1L2°éi2êi never
d) Artificial drainage:none
Biological activity;
a) Rootdevelopment;
0-15 cm: many fine and common large roots
15-150 cm: few fine and very few large roots
b) Biopores^;
0-30 cm: few fine and no large biopores
30-1^0 cm: common fine and no large biopores
c) Depth_^of undisturbed subsoil: deeper than 150 cnr
belov; the soil stirface»

- 10,2-

Human activity; the original (semi-) mesophytic forest with a tree
height of 20-30 m. has been adapted in 1962 in .
the same way as the yield plot of Blakawatra 9»
DESCRIPa?ION OF SOIL HORIZONS
0-, 1-0 cm: needles of Pinus
A , 0-10 cm: (very) dark gray (lOYR 3,5/l)i moist; coarse sandy
loam with much organic matter; moderate fine
granular and strong very fine subangulax blocky
with few fine biopores; friable to slightly
sticky and slightly plastic; many charcoal fragments; pH(Heilige)6,5; diffuse and smooth on:
A12, lO-^if cm: very dark grayish brown (lOYR 3/2), moist; sandy
loam with common organic matter; moderate (very)
fine subangular blocky with few to common fine
biopores; slightly firo; pH(Hellige):5> diffuse
and smooth on:
A3, if^-55 cm: coarse spotted 70?^ dark grayish brown (lOYR V 2 )
and 30?^ yellowish brown (lOYR 5/6), moist; sandy
loam with few organic matter; weak very fine
subangular blocky with common very fine biopores;
probably few ferriargillans; friable; pH(Hellige):
5; gradual and smooth on:
B21t, 69-121 cm: yellowish brown to brownish yellow (lOYR 5»5/6),
moist; (coarse sandy) loam; weak very fine subangular* blocky with common very fine biopores and
probably many ferriargillans; slightly sticky,
slightly plastic; pH(Hellige):5; diffuse and
smooth on:
B22t, I2I-I5O cm: yellowish brown (lOYR 5/5)» moist; (coarse
sandy) loam; v/eak very fine subangular blocky with
common very fine biopores and probably many ferx-iargillans; slightly sticky and slightly plastic;
pH( Heilige): if, 5

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SOIL STRUCTURE
0-10 cm,
A
10-^^cmi
A12
^^-69 cm, A3,Bit
69-150 cm,
B2t

:
:
:
:

505^ A3 II 2
Ak
III-IV 2
A^
II~III 1
A^
III i

DISTRIBUTION OF FINE BIOPORES
depth in cm
10
20
30

ko
50
60
70
80
90
100
120
1^0

(very) fine biopore
5,^5,3,5
5,2,2,2,8
5,7,8,7,8
11,8,8,6,9
12,7,5,11,7
8,5,3,^,11
11,5,6,3,8
8,7,7,^,6
9,8,9,7,8
8,6,8,9,8
8,7,6,8,11
8,3,9,^,^+
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GENERAL DATA
Profile number; Blakawatra 11
Location; Topographical map of Surinam, scale 1;^0.000 (1959),
sheet: 22b 5 coordinates: N gi^f.SoO
— E 390,^20.
Date of description: 10-3-196?
Described by: S, Slager and W, Saro
SOIL SITE CHARACTERISTICS
Classification: Typic Tropudult (7th Approximation, 196?)
Climate; a) according to data Meteo Service Parajnaribo
b) the profile was described in the short dry season in
which evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
c) during the fortnight pre«eeding the description evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
Landuse; Pinus plantation
Geology: Medium textvired, Tertiary,

contentinal

deposits

Physiography; Plateau-edge
Relief; flat; micro-'relief; flat
Slope; Class A, 0-3?^
Altitude; 2k ra, + NSP (mean sea level)
Hydrology: a) Soil drainage class^^ well drained
b) Groundwatertable:
presumed highest; deeper than 2raetres
presumed lowest ; some metres
actual
: deeper than 2 metres
c) Flooding: never
d) Artificial drainage: none
Biological activity;
a) Rootdevelopraent;
0-10 cm: many fine and no large roots
10-35 cm; few fine and large roots
35-200 cm: very few fine and large roots
b) Bioporeg; common (very) fine and no large biopores
c) 5Ê£^^ °^ undisturbed subsoil: deeper than 2 metres

-11.2-

Human activity; the original (serai-)mesophytic forest with a tree
height of 20-30 ra, was adapted to the growth of
Pinus in the saraw way and period as the yield plot
of Blakawatra 10,
DESCRIPTION OF SOIL HORIZONS
0^, 1-0 cm, needles of Pinus
A- , 0-17 cm, very dark gray (10YR3/1), moist; loamy sand with
much organic matter; weak very fine granular with
many (very) fine biopores; friable; many charcoal
fragments; pH(Hellige):5,5; diffuse and smooth on:
A12(=B2h), 17-3^ cm, black to very dark gray (lOYR 2,5/l), moist;
loamy coarse sand with much organic matter; v/eak
very fine subangular blocky v;ith common (very) fine
biopores and probably many organans; friable; pH
(Hellige)t5,5; gradual and smooth on:
A13, 3^-if8 cm, very dark grayish brown (lOYR 3/2), moist; loamy
coarse sand with common organic matter; common (lO^)
angular/quartz up to Jmmj weak very fine subangular
blocky with common (very) fine biopores; firm; pH
(Heilige):5,5; clear and smooth on:
A3, 4-8-60 cm, (dark) brown (lOYR V 3 ) , moist; loamy coarse sand
with few organic matter; weak very fine subangular
blocky with common (very) fine biopores; firm;
common (I0?o) angular quartz up to 3rani;pH(Hellige)
:5; clear and smooth on:
B t, 60-70 craj yellowish brown (lOYR 5/6), moist; coarse sandy
loam with very few organic matter; moderate fine
subangular blocky with common (very) fine biopores
and probably few argillans; firm; pH(Hellige):5;
diffuse and smooth on:
B21t, 70-10^ cm, brownish yellow (lOYR S/G)^ moist; loam; moderate
very fine subangular blocky with common (very) fine
biopores and probably many ferriargillans; slightly
firm; pH(Hellige):5,5; diffuse and smooth on:

-11.3-

Ba2t, 10^-1^8 era, reddish yellow to strong brown (7,5YR 5,5/8),
moist;loam; moderate very fine subangular blocky
with common very fine biopores and probably
many ferriargillans; slightly firm; pH(Hellige):
5i3j diffuse and smooth on:
B23t, 1^8-l60 cm, reddish yellow (.^YR 6/8), moist; gravely loam;
common (15!^) angular quartz up to 5 cm; strong
very fine subangular blocky with common (very)
fine biopores and possibly few ferriargillans;
slightly sticky, non plastic; pH(Hellige);5t5
DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS OF SOIL STRUCTURE
A

, 0-17 cm:

A12=B2h,
B^t
B21t, B22t
B23t

A13, A3,

A3
17-60 cm: A^
60-70 cm:

,
,

70-1^8cm:
l48-^l60cm;

Ak
Ak
Ak

II
III
IV
III
III

1
1
2
2
3

DISTRIBUTION OF FINE BIOPORES .
2
depth in cm

(very) fine biopores/cm

2
mean/cm

10

7,12,10,9,11

9,8

20
30
^0
50
60
70
80
90
100
120
l40

10,7,11,12,7
9,8,10,9,6
7,8,5,7,10
8,6,7,5,5
8,6,7,5,5
7,7,5,^,7
6,8,9,^,5
6,7,8,8,7
6,7,5,8,7
9,10,10,9,11
11,9,12,8,10

9,^
8,^
7,^
6,2
6,2
6,0
6,it
7,2
6,6
9,8
10,0
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GENERAL DATA
Profile number; Blakawatra 12
Location: Topographical raap of Surinam', scale l:4o.OOO (1959 )|
sheet: 22b ; coordinates: N 91^.990
— E 390.090.
Date of description; 10-3-196?
Described by: S, Slager and W, Saro
SOIL SITE CHARACTERISTICS
Classification: Ultic Tropic Haplorthod (7th Approximation, 196?),
Climate; a) according to data Meteo Service Paramaribo
b) the profile was described in the short dry season in
which evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
c) in the fortnight preceeding the description evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
Landuse: Pinus plantation
Geology; Medium to light texttired, Tertiary, oont'inental
deposits
Physiography; Plateau
Relief: flat; micro-relief; flat
Slope; Class A, 0-3^
Altitude; 25,5ra,+ NSP (mean sea level)
Hydrology: a) Soil drainage classy vifell drained
b) Groundwatertable:
presumed highest: about 2 n below the surface
presumed lowest : some metres
actual
; deeper than l60 cm below the
surface.
c) Artificial_drainage: none
d) Flooding: never
Biological activity;
a) Rootdevelopment:
0-7 cm: many fine and large roots
7-30 cm: few fine and common large roots
30-1^0 cm: few fine and few large roots
b) Biopores: many to common (very) fine and no
large biopores
c) Degth of imdisturbed subsoil: deeper than l60 cm

12.2DESCBIPTION OF SOIL HORIZONS
J^ , 1-0 cm, needles of Pinus
A , 0-7 cm, very dark gray (lOYR V l ) , moist; loamy sand with
common organic matter; moderate very fine granular
and weak very fine subaiigular blocky with many
(very) fine biopores; loose; pH(Hellige):5,5; clear
and smooth on:
A12(=B2h), 7-50 cm, black (lOYR 2/1), moist; loamy sand with ouch
organic matter; no macrostructure, common (very)
fine biopores; probably maigr ^organansj sligtbiy
firm; pH(Heilige):6; gradual and smooth on:
A3, 50-72 cm, dark grayish brown (lOYR 4/2), moist; loamy coarse
sand with few organic matter; no macrostructure;
common (very) fine biopores; slightly firm; pH
(Heilige):6; gradual and smooth on;
B , 72-93 cm, yellowish brown (lOYR 5/5)» moist; loamy coarse
sand with very feiv organic matter; no macrostructure;
common (very) fine biopores; slightly sticky, non
plastic; common, medium, distinct, strong brown to
reddish yellow (?,5YR 5,5/8)(Fe) mottles; pH(Heilige)
:6; gradual and smooth on:
B2t, 93-160 cm, reddish yellow (7,5YR 6/6), moist; loam; no macrostructure; probably many ferriargillans; srommon
(very) fine biopores; slightly sticky, slightly
plastic; many (30^) pedotubules filled with A3material; common, medium, prominent, red (2,5^^ k/S)
Fe mottles; pH(Hellige):6
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SOIL STRUCTURE
0-7 cm, A^^,
50'^^ A3
7-I6O cm,
no macrostructure

I

2

+

50^

Ak

III

1

11, Human a.ctivity: the original (semi-) mesophytic forest with a
tree height of 20-30 m» VIRS adapted to the growth of
Pinus in the same way and period as the yield plot
of Blakawatra 10,
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DISTRIBUTION OF BIOPORES
depth in cm
10
20
30
^0
50
60
70
80
90
100
120
1^0

(very) fine biopores/cm

2

mean/cm

9,12,10,13,8

10,4

11,8,7,10,9
11,10,9,10,11
9,9*10,8,12
10,10,13,12,10
9,11,7,10,8
9,8,10,8,6

9.0
10,2

7,7,10,10,11
10,7,11,9,10
7,5,10,9,12
11,9,7,^,10
9,5,^,11,10

9,6
11,0
9,0
8,2
9,0
9,4
8,6
8,2
7,8
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GENERAL DATA
Profile number; Blakawatra 13
Location; Topographical map of Surinam, scale 1:40.000 (1959)»
sheet; 22b

? coordinates: N 915.I80

—E

390.050.

Date of description; 10-3-196?
Described by; S, Slager and W, Saro
SOIL SITE CHARACTERISTICS
Classification; Tropic Haplorthod (7th Approximation, 196?)
Climate: a) according to data Meteo Service Paramaribo
b) the profile was described in the short dry season in
which evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
c) in the fortnight preceeding the description evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
Landuse: Pinus plantation
Geology; Light textured. Tertiary, . continental

deposits

Physiography: Plateau
Relief: flat; micro-relief: flat
Slope: Class A, flat
Altitude; 32m + NSP (mean sea level)
Hydrology; a) Soil drainage class: somewhat excessively drained
b) Groujidwatertable:
presumed highest: deeper than 170 cm
presumed lowest : some metres
actual
: deeper than 170 era
c) Artificial drainage: none
d) Flooding: never
Biological activity:
a) Rootdevelograent:
0-22 cm: many fine and large roots
22-100 cm: common fine and large roots
100-170 cm: very few fine and large roots
b) Biopores; O-80 cm: common to few (very) fine biopores and no large biopores
+80 cm: few (very) fine and no large biopores
c) Depth of undisturbed subsoil: deeper than 170 cm
below the surface

-15.211,

Human activity; the original (semi-) mesophytic forest with a tree
height of 20-30 m, was adapted to the growth of Pinus
in' the same way and period as the yield plot of

C,

Blakawatra 10,
DESCRIPTION OF SOIL HORIZONS
0^, 1-0 cm, needles of Pinus
A-,, 0-16 cm, very dark gray(ish brown) (lOYR 5/1,5), moist; coarse
sand with common organic matter; no macrostructure;
few (very) fine biopores; loose; pH(Hellige):^;
gradual and smooth on:
A12, 16-37 cm, very dark grayish brown (lOYR 3/2), moist; slightly
loamy coarse sand with much organic matter; no macrostructure ; common very fine biopores; very friable;
pH(Hellige):5? diffuse and smooth on:
A13» 57-59 cm, very dark grayish brown (lOYR 3/2), moist;
slightly loamy coarse sand with much organic matter;
no macrostructure; common (very) fine biopores; very
friable; pH(Hellige):5,5; diffuse and smooth on:
Al^, 59-79 cm, very dark grayish brown (IOYR5/2), moist; slightly
loamy coarse sand with much organic matter; no macrostructure; common (very) fine biopores; very friable;
pH(Hellige):5»5; gradual and smooth on:
A15(=B2h?), 79-99 cm, very dark grayish brown (lOYR 2,5/2), moist;
slightly loamy coarse sand with much organic matter;
no macrostructure; few (very) fine biopores; very
friable; pH(Hellige):5; clear and smooth on:
A3, 99-108 cm, dark brown (lOYR 5/3), moist; slightly loamy
coarse sand with common organic matter; no macrostructure; few (very) fine biopores; very friable;
pH(Hellige):5»5; gradual and smooth on:
B , 108-150 cm, (dark) brown (lOYR V 3 ) , moist; slightly loamy
coarse sand with few organic matter; no macrostructiire; very friable; pH(Hellige) :5,5> diffuse
and smooth on:
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B2, 150-170 era, yellowish brown (lOYR 5/8), moist;(loamy) coarse
sand; noraacrostructtire;few (very) fine biopores;
friable; pH(Hellige):5,5

DISTRIBUTION OF BIOPORES
depth in cm

10
20
30
^0
50
60
70
80
90
100
120
140

2
(very) fine biopores/cra

mean/cm

816,6,5,6

^,0
8,8
6,2
6,2

6,5,^,7,6

5.e

3,6,if,7,7

5,^,3,^,5

5,8
5,2
5,^
^,8
^,2

if,4,6,5,^

if,6

5,*f,^,2,3

3,6

6,^,5,3,2
11,10,9,5.9
3,7,^,9.6

6,^,7,5,^
5,5,7,5,5
^4,6,4,6
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GENERAL DATA
Profile number;

Blakawatra ik

Location; Topographical map of Surinam, scale: 1:40.000 (^959)^sheet:22b

, coordinates: N 915.190

— E 389.790.

Date of description: 10-3-1967
Described by; S, Slager and W, Saro
SOIL SITE CHARACTERISTICS
Classification:Typic Quartzipsamment (7th Approximation, 1967)
Climate: a) according to data Meteo Service Paramaribo
b) the profile was described in the short dry season
in which evapotrattspiration exceeded rainfall
c) in the fortnight proceeding the description evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
Landuse: Pinus plantation
Geology: Light textured, Tertiary,
oeatisaental deposits
Physiography; Plateau
Relief; flat; micro-relief; flat
Slope; Class A, flat
Altitude; 33 m. + NSP (mean sea level)
Hydrology; a) Soil__drainage class: excessively drained
b) Groundwatertable;
presumed highest : some metres
presumed lowest ; some metres
actual
; deeper than 2 metres
c) Artificial^drainage: none
d) Flooding: never
Biological activity:
a) Rootdevelopment;
0-12 cm: many fine and common large roots
12-80 cm: few fine and few large roots
+80 cm: very few roots
b) Biopores; very few (very) fine and no larger blopores
c) ^eE5ï}_2^_H2^^2!ËHï-£§_21J^Ë2^i* ^6®P®^ than 150 cm
below the soil surface

-I4é2*Hixman activity; the original vegetation was characterized as dry
thicket savana (= open savana + bushes). The terrain was adapted in the same way and period for
the growth of Pinus as the yield plot of BlakaDESCRIPTION OF SOIL HORIZONS
watra 10.
0^, 2-0 cm,

needles of Pinus

A^^, 0-l6 cm, brown (7,5^^ 5/2), moist;coarse sand with very
few organic matter; noraacrostructure;very few
(very) fine biopores; loose; pH(Hellige):^;
diffuse and smooth on:
A12, 16-29 cm, light brownish gray (lOYR 6/2); coarse sand
with very few organic matter; no macrostructure;
very few (very) fine biopores; loose; pH(Hellige)
:^; diffuse and smooth on:
A21, 29-80 cm, (pinkish) white (7,5YR 8/1), moist; coarse sand;
noraacrostructure;very few (very) fine biopores;
loose; pH(Hellige):4; diffuse and smooth on:
A22, 80-150 cm, wMte (N8/0), moist; coarse sand; no macrostructure; very few (very) fine biopores; loose;
pH(Hellige):if
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GENEBAL DATA
Profile number; Blakawatra 13
Location; Topographical map of Siirinam, scale: It^O.OOO (1959),
sheet; 22b ; coordinates: N 918.250
— E 386.520.
Date of description; 10-3-1967
Described by; S,Slager and W, Saro
SOIL SITE CHARACTERISTICS
Classification;Aquic Plinthic TropudUlt (7th. Approximation, 196?)
Climate; a) according to data Meteo Service Paramaribo
b) the profile was described in the short dry season
in which evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
c) in the fortnight preceeding the description evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
Landuse: Till recently mesophytic foresti now research field
Geology; Medium textured, Tertiary,
oontentinal deposits
Physiography: Plateau
Relief; ponded; micro-relief: flat
Slope: Class A, flat
Altitude; 21 m. + NSP (mean sea level)
Hydrology: a) Soil drainage class: somewhat imperfectly drained
b) Groundwatertable:
presumed highest: 60 cm
presumed lowest : 200 cm
actual
: deeper than 150 cm
c) Flooding: none
d) Artificial drainage: none
Biological activity:
a) Rootdevelopment:
0-150 cm: very few fine and large roots
b) Biopores;
0-70cm: many to common (very) fine and no larger
biopores
+70cm' few t o very few (very) f i n e and no lairger
biopores
c) Degth of u n d i s t u r b e d s u b s o i l : deeper than 150 cm
below t h e s o i l s\irface.

-15.2.

Human activity; the original vegetation was a mesophytic forest
with a tree height of 25 m. It was dozered into
ridges and biirnt,

DESCRIPTION OF SOIL HORIZONS
A^^, 0-5 cm, very dark gray(ish brown) (lOYR 3/lt5)» moist; loam
with much organic matter; moderate very fine subangular blocky with many (very) fine biopores;
slightly sticky, slightly plastic; pH(Hellige):5,5;
clear and smooth on:
A12, 5-22 cm, (very) dark gray (lOYR 3»5/l), moist; loam with
much organic matter; moderate very fine subangular
blocky with many to common (very) fine biopores;
slightly sticky, slightly plastic; pH(Hellige):6;
clear and smooth on:
A13, 22-58 cm, gray (lOYR 5/l)» moist, very finely spotted with
B21tg- material; loam with common organic matter;
moderate very fine subangular blocky with common
(very) fine biopores; slightly sticky^ slightly
plastic; pH(Hellige):6; gradual and wavy on:
A5(=A2), 38-^9/62 cm, grayish brown (lOYR 5/2), moist; sandy clay
loam with few organic matter; moderate very fine
subangular blocky with common (very) fine biopores;
slightly sticky, plastic; pH(Hellige):5» gradual
and wavy on:
B21t, ^9/62-95 cm, very pale brown (10YR 7/3)5 moist; coarse
sandy clay loam with few organic matter; weak very
fine subangular blocky with common to few (very)
fine biopores; many (ferri?)argillans; many medium,
distinct, strong brown (7»5YR 5/8) soft nodules
(Fe); sticky and plastic; pH(Heilige):6; clear and
wavy on:
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B22tg, 95-150 cm, very pale brown (lOYR 8/2), moist; coarse sandy
clay loam; weak very fine subangular blocky
with few (very) fine biopores ;many ferriargillans;
sticky and plastic; many coarse, prominent,red
(2,5YR V8)(Fe) soft nodules with a (7,5YR 6/8);
periphery yellow; pH(Hellige):5,5
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SOIL STRUCTURE
0- W 6 2 cm,
^9/62-150 cm,

A^,
B2t

A3:

Ak

II

:

Ak

III 1

2

DISTRIBUTION OF (VERY) FINE BIOPORES
depth i n cm
10
20
30

ko

(very) f i n e biopores/cm

raean/cffl

11,10,9,11,10
12,10,7,8,7
10,11,9,9,10

10,2
8,8
9,8

7,9,9,9,11
13,8,8,8,10

9,0
5,0

70

^,7,^,5,5,
3,7,5,2,4

80

if,2,4,5,6

^^,2

90

4,8
3,8

120

^,5,^,5,^
5,6,3,2,3
4,3,3,1,0

1^0

3,3,4,1,3

2,8

50
60

100

9,4
^2

2,2
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GEMERAL DATA
Profile nixmber; Blakav;atra l6
Location; Topographical map of Surinam, scale l:4o,000 (1959)?
sheet: 22b ; coordinates: N: 913.^60 — E 388.6OO0
Date of description; 20-3-196?
Described by: S, Slager and W, Saro«
SOIL SITE GHARACTERISTICS
Classification; (Typic) Tropudult, eroded phase (7th ApproxolS''^?)
Climate: a) according to date. Meteo Service Paramaribo
b) the profile ^vas described in the short dry period
in v^hich evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
c) in the fortnight preceedimg the description rainfall exceeded evapotranspiration
Landuse; Pinus plantation
Geology: medium textured, Tertiary, continental deposits
Physiography: upper part of slope, near plateau-edge
Relief; normal? micrg;_°-i;;elief: flat
Slope; class A,- 0-3^
Altitude; 32 m, + NSP (mean sea level)
Hydrology; a) Soil drainage class: well-drained
b) Groundv/atertable: actual as well as presumed
loiïfest and highest groundv/atertable deeper than
160 cm
c) Flooding: never
d) Artificial drainage: none
Biological activity;
a) Rootdevelopment;
0-10 cm: common fine and large roots
IO-I60 cm,; fev; to very few roots
b) Biopores;
0-50 cm: common to few (very) fine biopores
50-1^0 cm: common (very) fine biopores; no
larger bioporeso
c) Depth of undisturbed subsoil: deeper than I60 cm
below the soil surface.

16.2Human activity; the original (semi-)raesophyticforest with a
tree height of 20~30ra,was adapted in I963 to the
growth of Pinus in the same way as the yield plot
of Blakawatra 10.
DESCRIPTION OF SOIL HORIZONS
A-j_2^(=Blt), 0-10 cm: (dark) brown (lOYR V 3 ) , moist; sandy loam
with common organic matter; moderate fine granular
and moderate very fine subangular blocky with common
(very) fine bioporesj when moist slightly firm; when
dry: extremely hard; pH(Hellige):6; clear and
smooth on:
A12(=Blt), 10-39 cm; light olive brown (2,5^ 5 A ) 5 moistjsandy
(clay) loam with few organic matter; weak very fine
subangular blocky with common to few (very) fine
biopores; firm; common, fine, faint (dark) brown
(7,5YR k/k) Fe-mottles; pH(Hellige):5,5; gradual
and smooth on:
B21t, 39-68 cm: strong brown (7,5yR 3/6), moist; sandy (clay)
loam with very few organic matter; weak very fine
subangular blocky with tew to common (very) fine
biopores; probably many ferriargillans; slightly
sticky, non plastic; pH(Hellige):3»3; diffuse and
smooth on:
B22t, 68-160 cm: yellowish red (5YR 5/6), moist sandy (clay)
loam; moderate very fine subangular blocky with
common (very) fine biopores; probably many ferriargillans; slightly sticky; slightly plastic; pH
(Heilige):5,5.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SOIL STRUCTURE
0-10 cm

, A^^(=Blt) : 50^^ A3

10-39 cm , A12(=Blt) : Ak
39-68 cm , 821t
i kk
68-160 cm
: kk

III
II
III

II 2
i
i
li

+

50?^ A 4 III 2
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DISTRIBUTION OF BIOPORES
depth in cm

10
20
30

ko
50
60
70
80
. 90

100
120
1^0

number of (very)
biopores/cm

mean value/cm

6,8,8,6,3

6,6
^,6
6,0

5,6,3,5,^
^,7,6,8,3
^.6,5,5,3
^,5,5,6,3
8,^,5,6,5
7,9»10,6,10
6,8,6,5,7
11,9,8,9,10
8,9,8,7,10
9,8,8,7,10
10,7,10,10,11

k,k

3,e
8,4
6,4
9,2
8,4
8,4
9,6
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GENERAL DATA
Profile number: Coesewijne 1
Location: Topographical map of Surinam, scale 1:^0.000 (1960),
sheet: 21a ; coordinates: N 908.920

— E 32^.080

Date of description; ^-4-196?Desgribed by: S, Slager and W, Saro
SOIL SITE

CHARACTERISTICS

Classification: Typic Quartzipsarament (7th Approx., 196?)
Climate; a) according to data Meteo Service Paramaribo
b) the profile was described in the short dry season
in which evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
c) in the fortnight preceeding the description evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
Landuse: Pinus - culture
Geology: Light textured. Tertiary,
Physiogra.phy: slope centre
Relief; flat; micro-relief; flat

eoJatlneataX

deposits

Slope; flat:class A 0-3^
Altitude:25-30 m(?) + MSP, (mean sea level)
Hydrology; a) Soil_drainage class: excessively drained
b) §roundwatertable£ actual, presumed lowest and
highest: deeper than 125 cm
c) Artificial drainage: none
Biological activity;
a) Rootdevelogment:
0-10 cm: abundant fine and many large roots10-50 cm: common fine and large roots
50-100 cm: few fine and large roots
+100 cm: very few to no roots
b) Degth of___undisturbed subsoil: deeper than 125 cm
c) Nvunber of biopores: (very) fine biopores could
not be counted, but axe supposed to occur in
very small numbers.

1.2.
Human activity: the original xerophytic forest was adapted
in i960 to the growth of Pinus in-the same way
as the yield plot of Blakawatra 1.
DESCRIPTION OF SOIL HORIZONS
A , 0-10 cm: dark reddish brown (5YR 2,5/2); moist; sand
with common organic matter; no macr©structure;
few (very) fine bioporee; loose pH(Hellige):
^.0; clear and wavy on:
A2,l, 10-47 cm: light gray (5YR 5.5/1); moist; sand with
very few organic matter; no macrostructure;
few (very) fine biopores: loose; pH(Hellige):
4,0; diffuse and wavy on:
A2,2, 47-125 cm: white (N8/0); moist; sand; no macrostructure;
few (very) fine biopores; loose; pH(Heilige):
4,0:

-2.1GENERAL DATA
Profile ntunber; Coesewijne 2
Location; Topographical map of Sixrinam, scale 1:^0,000 (-I960),
sheet: 21a ; coordinates: N 908.260 — E 323.0^0
Date of description: ^-^-196?Described by: S, Slager and W, Saro.
SOIL SITE CHARACTEEISTICS
Classification: Dystro-peptic Quartzipsamment (7th Approx., 196?)
Climate; a) according to data Meteo Service Paramaribo
b) the profile was described in the short dry season, in which evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall.
c) in the fortnight proceeding the description evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
Vegetation: mesophytic forest with:
Foengoe - Parinari campestris
Bolletrio - Manilkara bidentata
Wallaba
- Eperuafalcata rubiginose
Basralokus - Dicorynia guianensis
Wana
- Ocotea rubra
Fomang
- Chaetocarpus schomburgManus
Riemhout - Micropolis guianensis

Geology: medium textured, Tertiary, continental
Physiography: the profile lies on a plateau
Relief: flat; micro-relief; flat
Slope; flat, Class A
Altitude:35 m(?) + NSP. (mean sea level)

deposits

-2.2-

9«

Hydrology: a) Soil drainage class: well drained
b) Groundwatertable: actual, presxmed highest and
lowest deeper than l8o cm
c) Artificial drainage: none

10, Biological activity:
a) Rootdevelopment:
0-5 cm: abundant fine and many medium roots
5-20 cm: many fine and few large roots
20-78 cm: common fine and few large roots
78-180 cm: fev; fine and few large roots
b) Depth of undisturbed subsoil: deeper than I80 cm
c) Number of biopores: common to few (very) fine
biopores, decreasing with increasing depth.
No large biopores.
11, Human activity: Untouched climax vegetation.
Transition Xerophytic to Mesophytic forest.

DESCRIPTION OF SOIL HORIZONS
A

, 0-5 cm: yellowish brown (lOiR 5 A ) ; <iry; medium and
coarse sand with very few organic matter, many
bleached grains and few fine faint charcoal| no
macrostructure, common (very) fine biopores;
loose; pH(Hellige):4,5; clear and smooth on:
A1.2, 5-20 cm: yellowish brown (lOYR 5 A ) ; moist; slightly
loamy sand with very few organic matter, some
bleached grains, some gravel and few fine faint
charcoal; no macrostructure; common (very) fine
biopores; very friable; pH(Hellige):4,5; clear
and smooth on:
AI.3, 20-36 cm: yellowish brown (lOYR 5A);nioist; slightly
loamy sand with very few organic matter ajid few
fine faint charcoal; no macrostructure; common
(very) fine biopores; friable; pH(Hellige):6.0;
clear and vjavy on:
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Al.^(B2h?), 36-78 cm: (dark grayish) brown (lOYR 4.5/2.5);
moist; loamy sand with few organic matter;3az>'.'macror,
-structvire; coraraon (very) fine biopores; friable;
few pedotubules filled with yellow E-material
(lOYR 7/6); pH(Hellige):6.0; diffuse and smooth
on:
Bit, 78-105 cm: yellow (lOYR 7/6); moist; loamy sand no macrostructure; common to few (very) fine biopores;
probably common ferriargillans; slightly sticky,
non plastic; few pedotubules filled with (dark
grayish) brown (lOYR 4.5/2.5) A-material; pH
(Heilige):5.0 diffuse and smooth on:
B2t, 105-180 cm: (dark grayish) brown (lOYR A-.5/2.5); moist
loamy sand; no macrostructure; few (very) fine
biopores; proably many ferriargillans; slightly
sticky, non plastic; few pedotubules filled with
reddish yellow (7*3^^ 6,5/6) A-material: pH
(Heilige):5.5
DISTRIBUTION OF BIOPORES
depth in cm
number of (very
biopores/cm^

10
20
30

ho
50
60
70
80
90
100
120
1^0
160

7,5, 10,6,9
10,11,11,10,8
11,15,7,?',10
5,7,8,5,10
11,4,6,8,8
9,6,10,9,4
6,7,8,7,7
6,7,5,6,4
7,5,4,3,3
7,4,4,3,7
1,2,3,5,4
4,2,1,0,3
2,5,2,3,2

mean value/cm
7,4
10,0
10,0
7,0
7,4
7,6
7,0

5,S
4,4
5,0
3,0
2,0
2,8

I
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GENERAL DATA
Profile number: Coesewijne 3
Location? Topographical map of Surinam, scale 1:40,000 (I960),
sheet: 21b ; coordinates: N 909.86o
Date of description: 5-4-1967Described by: S, Slager and W, Saro

— E 325.190

SOIL SITE CHARACTERISTICS
Classification: Aquic Tropiö Haplorthod,(7th Approx., I967)
Climate: a) according to data Meteo Service Paramaribo
b) the profile was described in the short dry season
in which evapotraïispiration exceeded rainfall
c) in the fortnight preoeeding the description evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
Landuse: Pinus-culttJre
Geology: light to medium iextured, Tertiary continental
deposits
Physiography: lowei" pai-t of slope
Relief: flat; micro-relief: flat
Slope: flat; class A 0-3^
Altitude: 15-20 m(?) + NSP, (mean sea level)
Hydrology; a) Soil drainage class: well drained
b) Groundv/atertable: actual, presumed lowest and
presumed highest: deeper than I50 cm
c) Artificial drainage: none
Biological activity;
a) Rootdevelopment:
0-9 cm; abundant fine and large roots
9-?0 cm: common to few fine and large roots
7O-I5O cm: few to very few roots
b) Degth of undisturbed subsoil: deeper than I50 cm
below the sixrface
c) Number of biogores: many to abundant (very) fine
biopores»

-3.2.
11.

Human activity; The original forest, a transition from Xerophytic to mesophytic forest, was adapted in
1963 to the growth of Pinus in the same way as
the yield plot of Blakawatra 10,

C.

DESCRIPTION OF SOIL HORIZONS

X.
'' 1

0^, 2-0 cm:
needles of Pinus
A
, 0-9 cm: light gray (lOYR 7/l): dry; sand with few organic
;matter and many bleached grains; no macrostructure
many (very) fine biopores; loose;pH(Hellige):
^•5; gradual and smooth on:
Al,2, 9-30 cm: very dark grayish brown (lOYR 3/2); moist;
sand with common organic matter; no macrostructure; many (very) fine biopores; friable;
pH(Heilige):5»0;gradual and smooth on:
'Bah, 30-50 cm: very dark gray (lOYR 3/1); moist; sand with
m-iiSSfJl organic matter; no macrostructure; many
to abundant (very) fine biopores; friable; pH

-

(Heilige):5-5; gradual and smooth on:
B2.2t, 50-8^ cm: 50?^ (dark) grayish brown (lOYR ^.3/2) coarse
spots and 50^ dark gray (lOYR V l ) ; moist;
slightly loamy sand with few organic matter; no
macrostructure; abundant (very) fine biopores;
possibly few ferriargillans; slightly firm; pH
(Heilige):6eO; gradual and smooth on:
B2.3t, 84-122 cm: light gray (lOYR 7/I); moistisandy loam
witj[ some very dark gray (lOYR 3/l) B2h-fibers
(1-2 cm thick); no macrostructure; abundant to
many (very) fine biopores; possibly many ferriargillans; firm; pH(Hellige):6o5; gradual and
smooth on:
'B3t, 122-150(+)cm: light gray (lOYR 7/I.5); moist; loamy
sand; no macrostructure; many (very) fine bio»pores; possibly few ferriargillans; slightly
sticky non plastic; pH(Hellige):6,5

f
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DISTRIBÜTION OF BIOPORES
depth in cm

number of (very) fine
biopores/cm

mean value/cm'

10

16.16,10,1^,11

13,^

20

15,16^12,1^,10

30

10,15,16,11,12

13,^
12,8

^0

17,1^,9,18,12

1^,0

50

16,17,19,12,15

15,8

60
70
80

20,15,19,20,18

18,if

22,23,25,22,22

22,8

16,13,15,17,15

15,2

90
100

16,15,1^,17,16

15,6

lif,13,15,l'+,12

13,6

120
1^0

10,11,12,13,11

11,^

10,1^,9,11,9

10,6

REMARK;
UndistTirbed s a m p l e 1 0 0 - 1 1 5 cm

-if.l-

GENERAL DATA
Profile number; Coesewijne k
Location: Topographical map of Siirinara, Bcale 1:^0,000 <l96o),
sheet: 21a ; coordinates: N 913.320

«-E 308,3^0

Date of description; 5-^-196?
Described by; S. Slager and W, Saro.
SOIL SITE CHARACTERISTICS
Classification; (T^pic) Tropudult, eroded phase (7th^A;^^rox.
Climate; a) according to data Meteo Service Paramaribo
b) the profile was described in the short dry season,
in which evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
c) during the fortnight preceeding the description
evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
VeRetation; savannah with a grass growth
Geology; medium textured, Tertiary 'Ooivtelnen^tJi-' deposits
Physiography; slope center
Relief; flat; micro-relief; flat
Slope: flat; class A 1^3%
Altitude: 20-25 m(?) + NSP (mean sea level)
Hydrology; a) Soil drainage class: well-drained
b) Groundwatertable: actual, presumed highest and
presumed lowest: deeper than 110 cm
c) Artificial drainage: none
Biological activity;
a) Rootdevelogment:
0-50 cm: few fine,ao large roots
deeper than 50 cm, very few to no roots
b) Depth of undisttirbed subsoil:
deeper than 150 cm below the surface
c) Humber 2f_-^''£2'^£S* "t^^^^® ^^® common (very)
fine biopores all through the profile
Hvunan activity: periodical burning of natiiral vegetation

C«

DESCRIPTION OF SOIL HORIZONS
A

(Bit), 0-18 cm: (grayish) brown (lOYR 5/2,5)» (icy; coarse
sandy loam with few organic matter; moderate
very thick platy; common (very) fine biopores;
probably few ferriargillans; very hard; pH
(Heilige):5»5; gradual and smooth on:

B^t (B2t), 18-35 cm: reddish yellow (7.5YR 6/8); moist; sandy
loam with very few organic matter; no macrostructure; common (very) fine biopores; profeably
common ferriargillans; slightly sticky non
plastic; pH(Hellige):5.55 gradual and smooth on:
B2.lt, 35-50 cm: reddish yellow (7,5YR 6/8); moist;sandy clay
loam; no macrostructure; common (very) fine biopores; probably many ferriargillans; slightly
sticky non plastic; pH(Hellige):5.5> diffuse
and smooth on:
B2,2t, 50-81 cm: (light) red (2.5YR 5.5/8); moist; sandy clay
loam with few pedotubules filled with reddish
yellov; (7«5YR 6/8) B -material; no macrostructure; common (very) fine biopores; probably
many ferriargillans; slightly sticky, slightly
plastic; pH(Hellige):5«5> diffuse and smooth on:
B3t, 8l-110(+) cm: (light) red (2,5ïR 5.5/8); moist; sandy
loam; no macrostructure; common (very) fine
biopores; probably many ferriargillans;
slightly sticky, non plastic; pH(Hellige):5»0

J

-k,3'

DISTRIBUTION OF BIOPORES
depth, in cm

number of (very) fine

mean value/cm

biopores/cm
10
20
30

^,6,if,945
6,6,9,7«11

5,6
^*^

10,8,9,8,6

ö'2

ko

9,12.8,8,8

5,0

50
60

70

8*9,12,13,8
10t7»6,9,5
8,6,7,5,6

80

^té,7,9,3

10«0
"^'^
6'"^
5,8

90

8,6,6,7,5

6,^

100

3,3,7,7,12

6,^

-5.1GENERAL DATA
Profile number; Coesewijne 5
Locatioft;Topographical map of Surinam, scale: 1:^0.000 (I960),
sheet: 21a

; coordinates: N

91^.860

— E 313.^00

Date of description; 5-^-196? Described by;

S, Slager and W, Saro.

SOIL SITE CHARACTERISTICS
Classification;Ultic Tropic Haplorthod (7th Approx,, 196?)
Climate: a) according to data Meteo Service Paramaribo
b) the profile has been described in the short dryseason, in which evapotranspiration exceeded
rainfall
c) during the fortnight preceeding the description
evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
Vegetation; savannah with grass and:
Sabana -« mangro - Clusia nemerosa en f ockeana
Tiengimonie
- Protium heptaphyllura
Geology; medium textured, Tertiary,
Physiography; savannah plateau
Relief; flat; micro-relief: flat

oontiaonMl

deposits

Slope; flat; class A
Altitude; 25-30 m(?) + NSP, (mean sea level)
Hydrology; a) Soil '3rainage__class_j_ well-drained
b) Groundwatertable; actual as well as presumed
highest and lowest deeper than I50 cm
c) Artificial drainage: none
Biological activity;
a) Rootdevelopment:
0-20 cm, many fine and common large roots
20-90 cm: few fine and large roots
deeper than 90 cm: very few to no roots
b) Depth of undisturbed subsoil: deeper than I30 cm
c) Number of biopores: common to few (very) fine
biopores decreasing with increasing depth.

-5.2-

Human aotlvity: periodical burning of natural vegetation

DESCRIPTION OF SOIL HORIZONS
A^ -

0-18 cm: (very) dark grayish brown (lOYR 3*5/2); dry;
loamy sand with few organic matter and many
bleached grains; strong fine granular;
common (very) fine biopores; very friable to
loose; pH(Heilige):^,0 clear and smooth on:

Ai^2^B2hi), 18-44 cm: (very) dark (grayish) brown (lOYR 3/2,5)»
raoist; loamy sand with much organic matter;
no macrostructure; ooramoa (very) fine biopores;
very firm; pH(Hellige):4,5; gradual and smooth
on:
A- , (B2h2),

44-88 cm: (dark) brown (lOYR 4/3); moist;
coarse sandy loam with common organic matter;
no macrostructure; common (very) fine biopores;
very firm; pH(Hellige):5«0; diffuse and smooth
on:
B.t, 88-124 cm: reddish yellow to strong brown (7»5YR 3»5/^)i
raoist; coarse sandy loam with (very) few organic
matter and few pedotubules filled with (dark)
brown (lOYR 3/4) A-j^^-z-material; no macrostructure; few (very) fine biopores; probably
common ferriargillans; firm; pH(Hellige):5»5;
diffuse and smooth on:
B2t, 124-150 cm: reddish yellow (7.5YR 6/8); moist; coarse
sandy loam; no macrostructijre; few (very)
fine biopores; profeably many ferriargillans;
slightly sticky non plastic; pH(Hellige):6«0

-5.3'

DISTRIBUTION OF BIOPORES
depth in cm

number of (very) fine
biopores/cm

mean value/cm'

10
20
30

6,7,5,^,7
9,7,5,7,8

5,8

ko

7,9.7,5,7

7,0

50
60
70
80
90
100
120
1^0

7r5<,5,^,e

5,^
7,2
5,6
6,2
^,0
^0
2,6
2,2

6,7,9,7,7
5,5,^,5,9
7,5,6,7,6
3,5,3,7,2
2,5,^,2.7
2,3,1,5,2
2,3,2.1,3

7,2

-6.1-

GENERAL DATA
Profile number! Coesewijne 6
Location: Topographical map of Siirinam, scale: 1:^0.000-(1960),
sheet: 21a ; coordinates: N 91^.520
— E 31^.080
Date of description; 5-^-196?
Described by; S, Slager and W, Saro
SOIL SITE CHARACTERISTICS
Classification:Typic Tropaquod (7th Approx,, 196?)
Climate: a) according to data Meteo Service Paramaribo
b) the profile has been described in the short dry
season, in which evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall.
c) doiring the fortnight preceeding the description
evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall.
Vegetation: secundary forest with:
Swietboontje - Inga spec»
Bospapaya
- Cecropia spec
Basralokus
- Dicorynia guianensis
Maripa
- Maximiliana maripa
Rierahout
- Micropolis guianensis
Geology: medium textured, Tertiary, • Ootxtinontal deposits
Physiography! slope foot, 50 metres from swamp
Relief: flat; micro-relief: flat
Slope: nearly flat; Class A 0-3^
Altitude: 15-20 m(?) + NSP. (mean sea level)
Hydrology: a) '^oii^^£i2Sg2_£iSS2I moderately well-drained
b) Groundwatertable:
actual at 170 cm below surface
presumed highest at 70 cm below sixrface
presumed lowest at 200 cm below surface
c) Artificial__drainage; none
d) Flooding: never.

-6.210. Biological activity:
a) Rootdevelopment:
0-5 cm:abundant fine and many large roots
5-35 cm: many fine and common large roots
35-90 cm: common fine and few large roots
90-180 cm: few to no roots
b) Degth of undisturbed subsoil: deeper than 200 cm
below soil surface
c) Number of biopores: common many very fine biopores
11. Human activity:

—.

DESCRIPTION OF SOIL HORIZONS
A

0-12 cm: very dark gray to dark reddish brown (5YR 3/1.5);

1 , 1 J

moist, sand with few organic matter and some
bleached grains; noraacrostructiire;common (very)
fine biopores; friable to loose; pH(Heilige);^,0;
clear and smooth on:
A
12-23 cm: very dark (grayish) brown (lOYR 2.5/2); moist;
sand with common organic matter and some bleached
grains; no macrostructure; many (very) fine biopores; friable; pH(Helligo):5,5; gradual and
smooth on:
B2h,, 23-56 cm: very dark gray to black (N2,5/0); raoist;loamy
sand with much organic matter; no macrostructure;
many (very) fine biopores; slightly firm; pH
(Heilige):5»5; gradual and smooth on:
B2h2, 56~70 cm: very dark grayish brown (lOYR J>/2.)'i moist;
sandy loam with common organic matter; no macrostructure; many (very) fine biopores; slightly
firm; pH(Heilige):5)5; gradual and smooth on:
A2 ; 70-107 cm: dark grayish brown (10YR V 6 ) ; moist; sandy
loam with very few organic matter; no macrostructure; many to common (very) fine biopores;
slightly sticky, slightly plastic; few medium
faint dark yellowish brown (lOYR V^)(Fe) mottles;
pH(Hellige):6,5 ;clear and smooth on:

.6.>
B2h ', 107-142 cm: very dark gray (5YR 5/1)» moist; sandy clay
loam with common organic matter; no macrostructure;
common to many (very) fine biopores; pH(Hellige):
6,5; clear and smooth on:
B2h2'; 142-160 cm: dark gray (5YH Vl)l moist; loamy sand with few
organic matter; no macrostructure;^very fine bio^many
pores; slightly sticky non plastic; few fine faint
brown (7,5YR 5A)(Fe) mottles; pH(Hellige):5,5;
clear and smooth on:
B2h" ; 160-180 cm: very dark grayish brown (lOYR 3/2)» wet; sandy»
loam with common organic matter; no macrostructure;
slightly sticky non plastic; pH(Hellige):6,5
DISTRIBUTION OF BIOPORES
p

depth in cm

number of (very) fine
bioporeB/cm2

meaji value/cm

10,7,11,10,10

9,6
12,8
10,8

50
60
70
80

lif,15,10,12,13
10,11,9,11,13
12,9,10,12,11
9,6,13,16,12
11,15,6,8,12
10,13,11,13,12
10,10,1^,10,8

11,2
10,4
11,8
10,4

90
100

9,10,10,7,9
13,9,1^,8,11

9,0
11,0

120
1^0
160

11,9,8,7,11
14,8,13,1^,9
10,12,12,10,12

9.2
11,6

10
20
30
^0

10,8

11,2

-7.1A.

GENERAL DATA
1,
2,
3,

Profile number; Coesewijne 7
Location! Topographical map of Surinam, scale: 1:40.000 (I960),
sheet: 21a ; coordinates: N 906.860 — S 323.88O
Date of description: 6-^1967-

k.

Described by: S, Slager and W. Saro.

B.

SOIL SITE CHARACTERISTICS
1.
2,

3»

Classification: Dystropeptic Quartzipsamment (7th Approx.,1967)
Climate: a) according to data Meteo Service Paramaribo
b) the profile was described in the short dry season,
in which evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
c) during the fortnight preceeding the description
evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
Vegetation: mesophytic to Kcerophytic forest with:
Foengoe

- Parinari campestris

Bolletrie - Manilkara bidentata
Walaba
- Eperua falcata
Basralokus - Dicorynia guianensis
Wana
- Ocotea rubra
Fomang
- Chaetocarpus schomburgKianus
Riemhout
- Micropholis spec.
Kromantie kopie soorten - Aspidosperma spec.

^«

Subgrowth:
Tap. guyanensis
Hertela rasimosa
Geology: light textnred, Tertiary

5,
6.
7»

Physiography: plateau edge
Reliefj. flat; micro-relief: flat
Slope: flat; Class A

89»

Altitude: 25-30ra(?)+ NSP. (mean sea level)
Hydrology: a) Soil^drainage_class£ excessively drained
b) Groundwatertable; actual as well as presumed
highest and presumed lowest deeper than 200cm
below soil surface

oontinental" deposits

c) Artificial drainage: none

•7*2-

Bjological activity:
a) Rootdevelopment:
0-3 cm: abundant fine and common large roots
3-4o cm: many fine and common large roots
^0-90 cm: few fine and large roots
deeper than 90 cm: very few to no roots
b) Degth of undisturbed_subsoil: deeper than 190 cm
c)fiuniberof biopores: could not be counted, but are
supposed to occur in small numbers
Human activity: Untouched climax forest.
Transition from Xerophytic to mesophytic forest

DESCRIPTION OF SOIL HORIZONS
A^ ,

1,1,

0-9 cm: brown (lOYR 5/3); moist; sand with very few

organic matter and many bleached grains; no macrostructure; few (very) fine biopores; loose; pH(Hellige):5,0 ;gradual and smooth on:
*1 2 9~^9 ''°* yellowish brown (10YR 5/6); moist;sand with
very few organic matter and common bleached grains;
no macrostructure; few (very) fine biopores; very
friable; pH(Hellige):5,0;diffuse and smooth on:
A3, 39-73 cm: brownish yellow to yellowish brown (lOYR 5»"^/^^%
moist; sand with very few organic matter and
bleached grains; no macrostructure; few (very)
fine biopores; very friable; pH(Heilige):6,0;
diffuse and smooth on:
B-(t?), 75-103 cm: strong brown (7,5YR 5/8); moist; sand with
very few organic matter; no macrostructure; few
(very) fine biopores; possibly very few ferriargillans; very friable;pH(Hellige):6,0; diffuse
and smooth on:

-7.3-

B2l(t), 103-160 cm: strong brown (7f5YJR 5/8); moist; sand; no
macrostructure; few (very) fine biopores;
possibly few ferriargillans; very friable to
loose; pH(Heilige):6,0; diffuse and smooth on:
B22(t), 160-190 cm: strong brown (7,5YR 5/8); moist; sand; no
macrostructure; few very fine biopores; possibly
few ferriargillans; very friable to loose; pH
(Heilige):6,0

-8.1GENERAL DATA
1»

Profile number; Coesewijne 8

2»

Location:Topographical map of Surinam, scale: 1:^0.000 (l96o),
sheet: 21a ; coordinates: N 909.680

3»

Date of description: 6-^-196?

kt

Described by: S. Slager and W, Saro.

—E

323.560

SOIL SITE GHARACTEKISTICS
1.

Classification: Typic Dystropept (7th Approx., 196?)

2.

Climate: a) according to data Meteo Service Paramaribo
b) the profile has been described in the short dry
season, in which evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
c) during the fortnight preceeding the description evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall

3.

Vegetation: mesophytic forest with:
Basralokus
- Dicorynia guianensis
Foengoe
- Parinari carapestris
Walaba
- Eper^a falcata
Bolletrie
- Manilkara bidentata
Wana
• Ocotea rubra
Fomang
- Chaetocarpus schomburgkianus
Rierahout
- Micropholis spec.
Kromanti kopie - Aspidosperma spec,
Subgrowth:
Boegroemakka - Astrocaryura sciophyleum
^. Geology: medium textured. Tertiary, oa»tdt-x}efital deposits
5, Physiography: plateau
6, Relief: flat; micro-relief: flat
7, Slope: flat; Class A
8, Altitude: 25-30 m(?) + NSP. (mean sea level)
9,

Hydrology: a) ^oii_^£i£^S2_23:£22* well-drained
b) Groundwatertable: actual, presumed highest and
presumed lowest deeper than l80 cm beneath soil
surface

-8,2Biological activity:
a) Rootdevelopment:
0-5 om: many fine and large roots
5-85 cm: common fine and large roots
85-180 cm: few fine and large roots
b) Depth of undisturbed subsoil:
deeper than I80 cm below soil surface
c) Number of biopores: there are common to many (very)
fine biopores throught the profile
Human activity: Unouched climax forest.
Transistion Eerophytic to mesophytic forest

DESCRIPTION OF SOIL HORIZONS
A^ T 0-7 cm: dark brown (7,5YR 3/2); moist; sandy loam with
1,1»

common organic matter and common bleached grains;
moderate fine granular; common (very) fine biopores;
friable; pH(Heilige):^,0; clear and smooth on:
A, 5 7-15 cm: (dark) brown (lOYR V 3 ) ; moist; sandy loam with
few prganic matter; noraacrostructure;common (very;
fine biopores; slightly firm; pH(Hellige):^,5;
gradual and smooth on:
A3, 15-65 cm: yellowish brown to brownish yellow (lOYR 5*5/5)i
moist; sandy loam with very few organic matter and
few fine faint charcoal; noraacrostructure;common
to many (very) fine biopores; slightly firm; common
medium distinct pedotubules filled with A--material;
pH(Hellige):5»0; diffuse and smooth on:
B2,lt, 65-108 cm: reddish yellow (5YR 6/8); moist; sandy loam;
noraacrostructure;common to many (very) fine biopores; probably many ferriargillans; slightly sticky
non plastic; common fine and medium faint pedotubules
filled with yellowish brown to brownish yellow
(lOYR 5.5/5) A3-raaterial;pH(Heilige):5,0; diffuse
and smooth on:

-8.3-

B22t, 108-180 cm: reddish yellow (5YR 6/8); moist; sandy loam;
no macrostructiure; abundaat (very) fine biopores;
probably many ferriargillans; slightly sticky
non plastic; pH(Hellige):5,5
DISTRIBUTION OF BIOPORES
depth in cm

10
20
30
^0
50
60
70
80
90
100
120
1^0
150

number of (very) fine
bxopores/cm
12,9,9,8,7
10,11,10,9,12
13,1^,16,10,9
11,7,1^,12,10
8,12,13,8,6
10,10,12,13,1^
1^,11,8,10,8
8,7,13,10,8
10,10,10,8,6

mean value/cm

9,0
10,4
12,4
10,8
9,4
11,8
10,2
9,2
8,8

8,11,12,8,9
9,10,9,10,1-^

9,6
10,4

9,6,13,1^,9
14,12,14,10,10

10,2
12,0

-9.1A.

GENERAL DATA
1»

Profile number; Coesewijne 9

2»

Location: Topographical map of Surinam; scale 1:^0,000 (i960),
sheet: 21b ; coordinates: N 913.610
— E 330.370
Date of description; 6-4-196?
Described by: S, Slager and W, Saro.

3.
h
B.

SDIi. SITE CHARACTERISTICS
1»

Classification;

2»

Climate: a) according to data Meteo Service Paramaribo
b) the profile was described in the short dry season
in which evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
c) during the fortnight proceeding the description
evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
Vegetation; mesophytic to hydrophytic forest with:

3«

Tengipipa
Manbarklak
Oemanbarlclak
Foengoe
Subgrowth:
Boegroemakka
Maripa
farimbo
Pararaakka

-

Eoratari spec*
Eshweilera longipes
Eshweilera corrugata
Parinari campestris

-

Astrocaryum sciophilura
Maximiliana maripa
Astrocaryum pararaacca

k.

Geology: heavily textured, pleistocene fluvio-marine deposits

5«
6,
7,

(Lelyfitorp-ólays )
Physiography; river terrace
Relief; flat; micro-relief: flat
Slope; flat; Glass A

8,
9«

Altitude: 5_io mC?) + NSP, (mean sea level)
Hydrology; a) Soil <i£^i£^ge__class^ imperfectly drained
b) Groundwatertable;
actual at 70 cm below the soil surface
presumed highest at 30 cm below the soil surface
presumed lowest at about 150 cm below the soil
surface
c) Artifioial__drainage£ none

-9.2-

Bjological activityI
a) ^ootdevelogment:
0-13 cm; common fine and large roots
13-53 cm: few fine and common large roots
53-88 cm: few fine and large roots
88 cm and deeper: very few to no roots
b) Number^of_bio£oree
common to few very fine biopores decreasing with
increasing depth
c) Depth of imdisturbed subsoil: deeper than 160 cm
Human activity; the original hydrophytic forest has been
adapted to the growth of Baboen by poisening the
higher trees, Topsoil has not been influenced.
DESCRIPTION OF SOIL HORIZONS.
A

1^1,

B

B

0-13 era; grayish brown (lOYR 5/2); moist; loam with

few organic matter; moderate very fine subangular
blocky with few (verjr) fine biopores; slightly
sticky and plastic; pH(Hellige):^,5; clear and
smooth on:
13-52 cm: gray (lOYR 5/I); moist; loam with very few
organic matter; strong very fine angular blocky
with fev; (very) fine biopores; slightly sticky
and plastic; many,fine and medixim, prominent
strong brown (7,5YR 5/8) Fe-mottles; pH(Hellige):
4,05 clear and smooth on:
tg, (IIA-j_g), 52-71 cm: dark grayCish brown); moist clay
loam with few organic matter; strong very fine
angular blocky with few (very) fine biopores;
probably common ferriargillans; very sticky,
plastic; common fine distinct strong brown
(7,5YE 5/8) Fe-mottles and few fine faint red
(lOYR V 8 ) Fe-soft nodules; pH(Heilige) :it,0; clear
and smooth on:

-9.3B2,ltg,(IIB^tg), 71-88 cm: graydsh-brown) (2,5Y 5/l); moist;
clay loam; weak coarse compound rough prismatic
subdivided into strong very fine angular blocky
v/ith few (very) fine biopores; probably many ferriargillans; sticky and plastic» many medium prominent
red (lOR 4/6) Fe-soft nodules; pH(Hellige);4,05
gradual and smooth on:
B2.2tg(IIB2tg), 88-160 cm: light gray (2,5Y 7/l); moist silty clay
clay; moderate medium compound smooth prismatic
subdivided into strong fine angular blocky with few
(very) fine biopores; probably abundant ferriargillans;
very sticky, slightly plastic; few large distinct
yellow (lOYR 7/8) Fe-mottles and many medium and
large prominent red (lOR 4/6) Fe-soft nodules; pH
(Heilige):4,0.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SOIL STRUCTURE (cf. JONGERIÜS 195?)

B_ _^(IIB,,^);
l,2tg
Itg
B21tg(IIB^ts);
B22tg(lIB2tg)

0-13 cm
13-32 cm
52-71 cm
71-88 cm
88-160 cm

III 1*
A5 III
A5 III
B3a IV
i/ A5
B3b III 2 / A5
A4

III 2i
IV 2f

DISTRIBUTION OF (VERY) FINE BIOPORES
depth in cm
10
20
30
40

number of (very) f
ine
biopores/cra
2,5,4,5,2
2,6,0,1,4

50
60

3,5,1,2,3
3,1,3,3,4
^,3,4,3,2
6,5,4,5,2

70
80
90
100
120
l40

6,1,0,5,5
1,^,1,1,3
1,1,0,0,3
1,2,2,0,0
0,0,0,1,0
1,1,1,2,2

REMARK:

/

Undisturbed sample 100-115 era.

mean value/cm
3,6
3,2
2,8
2,8
3,2
4,4
3.4
2,0
1,0
1,0
0,2
1.^

-1-1-

GENERAL DATA
Profile number: EstersltiBt II
Location: Topographical map of Surinam, scale 1:40.000 0-953),
sheet: l^fd ; coordinates: N 930.82Ö
— E 575.?80.
Date of description; 21-3-196?
Described by: S, Slager and W, Saro
SOIL SITE CHARACTERISTICS
Classification: Plinthic Tropaquult (7th Approximation, 196?).
Climate; a) according to data Meteo Service Paramaribo
b) the profile was described in the short dry season
in which evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
c) in the fortnight preceeding the description evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
Landuse: baboen - (Virola surinamensis) culture
Geology: heavily textured, pleistocene, marine deposits
(Lolydorp clays)
Physiography: creek valley
Relief; flat; micro-relief: flat
Slope: flat; Class A, 1-3?^
Altitude; 1-2 m + NSP ? (mean sea level)
Hydrology; a) Soil drainage_class: imperfectly drained
b) Groundwatertable:
presumed highest: 25 cm below the soil surface
presumed lowest about 120 cm below the soil
surface
actual at 80 cm below the soil surface

c) ^•'*'ifi£iai_^^i2-i£' ^°^^
d) Flooding: never

-1.210, Biological activity!
a) Rootdevelopraentt
0-10 cm: many fine and large roots
10-25 cm: many to common fine and large roots
23-^5 cm: common to few fine and large roots
if5-8o cm: very few fine and large roots
b) Bi2E2E£'^*
0-10 cm: many (very) fine biopores
10-60 cm: common (very) fine biopores
60-80 cm: few (very) fine biopores
c) Depth of undistiirbed subsoil: deeper than 80 cm
11. Htiman activity; The orginal "scholbos" (+ hydrophytic forest)
has partly been-poisened, but the topsoil has not
been influenced,
C.

DESCRIPTION OF SOIL HORIZONS
A _ 0-10 cm: (very) dark grayish brown (lOYR 3«5/2)j moist;
1,1,
loam with much organic matter; strong fine granular
(70?^) and moderate fine subangular blocky (50%);
many (very) fine biopores; slightly sticky and
plastic; pH(Heilige):5,0; gradual and smooth on:
A
10-25 cm: dark grayish brown (lOYR k/Z)', moist; loam
with common organic matter; moderate fine subangular
blooky {70%) and moderate very fine granular (50?^)
common (very) fine biopores; sticky and plastic;
pH(Hellige):^,5 5 clear and smooth on:
A3g, 25-^^ cm: dark gray (lOYR V l ) ; moist; (clay) loam with
few organic matter; strong very fine angular blocky
common (very) fine biopores; very sticky and very
plastic; common medium distinct strong brown
(7,5YR 5/6) Fe-mottles; pH(Hellige):^,5 clear and
smooth on:

1.3

B21tg, ifif-70 cm: (light brownish) gray (2,5Y 5.5/l); moist clayloam; strong very fine angular blocky» common
to few (very) fine bioporesj probably many ferriargillans; very sticky, very plastic; abundant
medium prominent strong brown (7t5YR 5/6) Femottles; pH(Hellige):^,5; gradual and smooth on:
B22tg, 70-80(+)cm: light gray (2,5^ 6,5/l): wet; clay loam;
strong very fine angular blocky; few (very) fine
biopores; many ferriargillans; very sticky; very
plastic; abundant coarse prominent strong brown
(7,5^K 5/6) and common medium prominent dark red
(7,5E 3/6) Fe-mottles; pH(Hellige):4,5
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SOIL STRUCTURE (cf.Jongerius, 1957)
0-10 cm :
10-25 en1:
25-^4 CD1:

A3g,
B21tg, kk--70 en1:
B22tg, 70-.80 cc1:

A3 II 3
A^ III 2
A5 III 2i
A5 III 2i
A5 II 2i

(70%) +
(70%) +

Ak
A3

III
I

2

(30%)

2

(30^^)

DISTRIBUTION OF BIOPORES
depth in cm
10
20
30

ko
50
60
70

number of (very) fine
biopores/cra^

mean value/c

7,8,8 5,7
2,2,2,r3,^
2,^,3,,2.0

7,0
2,6
2,2

2,3,^ ,^,3
2,3,^ ,3,0
1,0,2 7,3
0,1,if ,0,0

3.2
2,^
2.6
1,0

-2.1A,

GENERAL DATA
1.

Profile numfrer: Esterslust 2

2»

Location; Topographical map of Surinam; scale: 1:^0,000(1953)?
sheet: l^d ; coordinates: N 930.800
— E 375.750.
Date of description: 21-3-196?
Described by; S, Slager and W, Saro.

3*
k»
B.

SOIL SITE CHARACTERISTICS
1.

Classification; Aquic Plinthic Tropudult (7th Approx., 196?)

2.

Climate: a) according to dai;a Meteo Service Paramaribo
b) the profile was described in the short dry season,
in which evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
c) in the fortnight preceeding the description evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall,

3»

Vegetation: Boeboen
- (vipola surinamensis) cultiire with:
Swietboontje - Inga spec,
Barklak
- Eschweilera spec,
Paramakka
- Astrocaryum paramacca
Boegroemakka - Astrocaryum sciophilura
Subgrowth;
Paloeloe - Ravenala guyanensis
Tas
- Geonoraa spec,
Warimbo - Ischnosiphon spec,
Geology: heavily textxjred, pleistocene, marine deposits
(lolydorp clays)

k.
5»
^*
7,
^*

Physiograhpy: slope of creek valley
belief; flat; micro-relief: flat
Slope; flat; Glass A, 1-5^
Altitude; 2-3 m + NSP ? (mean sea level)

9»

Hydrology: a) Soil_drainage_classj_ imperfectly to moderately
well-drained.
b) ^£oii£^^i££iS^i2 • Presumed highest about 70 cm
below the soil surface
presumed lowest deeper than 2 metres
actual at 150 cm
c) -^tificial_drainage: none
d) Flooding: never.

-2.2-

Biological activity:
a) Rootdevelopment:
0-5 cm: abundant fine and large roots
5-^0 cm: many fine and large roots
^0-70 era: common to few fine and large roots
^few
70-160 cm: very^fine and large roots
b) Biopores:
few to many (very) fine biopores through-out the
profile.
c) undisturbed subsoil: deeper than 2 metres
Human activity: as with Estersluit 1.

DBSORIPTION OF S O U HORIZONS
^1 1 0-5 cm; very dark grayish brown (lOYR 3/2); moist;
loam with much organic matter; strong very fine to
fine granular v;ith many (very) fine biopores; friable;
pH(Hei.lige) :^,0; clear and smooth on:
A - 5-^0 era: (dark) brown (lOYR ^.5/3); moist; loam with
common organic matter; and few medium faint charcoal;
moderate very fine subangular blocky with common to
many (very) fine biopores; slightly flro» pH(Hellige)
:^,5; diffuse and wavy on;
^It ^0-72 cm:(grayish) brown (lOYR 5/2,5);raoist;(clay)loam
with few organic matter; strong very fine angular
blocky with many to common (very) fine biopores;
common ferriargillans; slightly sticky and plastic;
pH(Hellige):^,0; gradual and wavy on:
B21tg, 72-95 cm: gray(i5h brown) (lOYR 5/1,5)» moist; clay
loam; strong very fine angular blocky with few to
common (very) fine biopores and many ferriargillans;
sticky and plastic; many medium faint strong brown
(7,5YR 5/8) Fe-mottles; pH(Hellige):4,5; diffuse and
smooth on:

-2.3-

B22tg, 95-130 cm: (light brownish) gray (2,5^ 6/1); moist; clay
loam; strong very fine angular blocky with common
(very) fine biopores and abundant ferriargillans;
sticky and plastic; many medium distinct strong
brown (7,5YR 5/8) Fe-mottles and common mediiun
prominent red (lOfi V 8 ) Fe-soft nodules; pH
(Heilige):^,5; diffuse and wavy on:
B3tg, 130-160 cm: (light) gray (5Y 6/I); wet; clay loam;
moderate very fine angular blocky with common
(very) fine biopores and common ferriargillans;
very sticky and plastic; many coarse prominent
reddish yellow (7,5YR 6/8) Fe-raottles and common
fine and coarse prominent dark red (7t5R 3/8)
Fe-spft nodules; pH(Hellige):5,5.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SOIL STRUCTURE
0-5 cm
:
5-^0 cm
:
^ 1 , 2 , 40-72 cm
72-95 cm
B 2itg,
B22tg , 95-130 cm
B3tg , 130-160 cm
^1,1.

A 3
A^
A5
A5
A5
A5

I-II
III
II
III

II
II

3
11
2f
21

2i
li

DISTRIBUTION OF BIOPORES
number of (v ery) fine
depth in cm
biopores/cm

10
20
30

ko
50
60
70
80
90
100
120
1^0
160

(cf. Jongerius 1957)

mean value/cm'^

1,6,2,3,3
1,4,2,0,2

5,6
3,6
3,6
6,0
5,2
2,8
3,0
1,8

3,3,1,2,3
0,4,4,2,4

2,^
2,8

8,4,7,5,4
^,^,3,3,4
5,2,2,4,5
8,7,6,4,5
7,^^,5,7,3
1,3,4,4,2

^^,3,2,4,3
1,6,2,2,3
3,3,2,2,3

-

3,2
2,8
2,6

-3.1GENERAL DATA
Profile ntimber: Esteirsluet 3
Location: Topographical map of Surinam; scale l:4o«000 (1953 ) i
sheet: l4d ; coordinates: N 930.770
— E 375.700.
Date of description; 21-3-1967Described by; S, Slager and W, Saro.
SOIL SITE CHARACTERISTICS
Classification; Typic Tropudult (7th Approximation, I967)
Climate: a) according to data Meteo Service Paramaribo
b) the profile was described in the short dry season
in which evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
c) diiring the fortnight preceeding the description
evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
Landuse; Baboen (virola stirinamensis) culture
Geology; heavily textured, pleistocene, marine deposits
(_Lolydorp- clays)
Physiography; plateau-edge
Relief; flat; micro-relief; flat
Slope: flat; Class A
Altitude; 3-^ m + NSP ? (mean sea level)
Hydrology: a) Soil drainage_class: well-drained
b) Groundwatertable; presiuned highest at about 130
below the soil surface
presumed lowest some metres and actual at 170 cm
below the soil stirface
c) Artificial_drainage: none
d) Flooding: never
Biological activity:
a) Rootdevelogment:
0-30 cm; many fine and large roots
30-55 cm; common fine and large roots
55-160 cm; few to very few fine and large root»
b) Biopores: there are common to many (very) fine
bioporee through.out the profile
c) Degth of_H£-i2!ËÏÏ£-2^_Sïï^22ii • several metres

11.

C.

Htunan activity; as v;ith Esterglvst 1.

DESCRIPTION OF SOIL HORIZONS
0^+0^:

1-0 cm: leaf litter and roots with abundant organic
matter; clear and smooth on:

A^

), 0-7 cm: dark reddish brown (2,5YR 2,5A); moist;

(B

loam with few organic matter; moderate very fine
subangular blocky with many (very) fine biopores;
friable to slightly firm; pH(Hellige):^,0;
gradual and smooth on:
A

(B

), 7-1? cm: reddish brown (5YR V ^ ) ; moist; loam with
very few organic matter and common medium distinct
charcoal; moderate very fine subangular blocky
with many to common (very) fine biopores; friable
to slightly firm; pH(Hellige):^,0; diffuse and
smooth on:

B21t, 17-79 cm: yellowish red (5YR V 6 ) ; moist; clay loam;
strong very fine angular blocky with common to
many (very) fine biopores and abunadant ferriargillansj slightly sticky and plastic; pH(Heilige)
:^,0; gradual and smooth on:
B22t, 79-130 cm: yellowish red (5YR V 6 ) ; moist; clay loam;
moderate very fine (sub) angular blocky with
common (very) fine biopores and many ferriargillans; slightly sticky and plastic; few fine
faint light gray (5Y 7/1) spots and dark red
C7,5R 3/8) Fe-soft nodules; pH(Hellige):^,5;
clear and v/avy on:
B3t, 130-170 cm: light gray (5Y 7/1); moist; clay loam; strong
very fine angular blocky with common (very) fine
biopores and few ferriargillans; slightly sticky
and plastic; common, medium and coarse, prominent
dark red (7t5R 3/8) Fe-soft nodules and common,
medium, distinct brownish yellow (lOYR 6/8) FeOOttles; pH(Heilige):^,5.

-3.3-

DETAILED DESCKIPTION OF SOIL HORIZONS
A ^ ^(Blt),

t

0- 7 cm

Ak

(cf. Jongerius, 1957)

II

ll

III

7- 17 cm
B21t

,

17-79 cm

•

A5

III

2i

B22t

,

7S-130 cm

;

Aif-A5

III

li

B3t

,

130-170 cm ;

A5

II

3

DISTRIBUTION OF BIOPORES
depth in cm

numb 63- of (v;ery) fine
biopoj"es/cm

mean value/cm'^

10

6,8,6,6,5

20

^,^,3,5,^

6,2
4,0

30
^0

6,6,^,4,3

k,6

8,7,5,6,7

50
60

5,6,6,5,6

70
80

6,^,5,5,6

90
100

5,^,3,2,2

6,6
5,6
5.8
5,2
^,8
3,2

120

if,2,5,^,6

1^0

3,7,5,5,6

160

^,5 ,2,2,if

8,if,6,6,5
5,3,5,'+,7

6,5,^,^,^

k,6
k,2

5,2
3,4

-4.1-

GENERAL DATA
1.

Profile number; Esterelust k

^*

liocation; Topographical map of Surinam, scale 1:40,000(1953 )»
sheet: l4d ; coordinates N 930.750 — E 373.650,

3,
4,

Date of description; 21-3-1967
Described by: S, Slager and W, Saro»
SOIL SITE CHARACTERISTICS

1.
2,

Classification; Plinthudult (7th Approximation, 1967)
Climate; a) according to data Meteo Service Paramaribo
b) the profile was described in the short dry season
in which evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall.
c) in the fortnight preceeding the description evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall,

3»
^»

Landuse; Baboen-(virolasurinamensis) culture
Geology; heavily texttired, pleistocene; marine deposits,
tLelydorp clays)

5,
6,
7«
8*

Physiography; plateau
Relief; flat; micro-relief; flat
Slope: flat; class A
Altitude; 3-6 m + NSP (mean sea level)

9«

Hydrology: a) Soil__drainage_claBS_: imperfectly to moderately
well-drained
b) Groundwatertable:
presumed highest at about 90 cm below the soil
surface
presumed lowest some metres
actual deeper than 170 cm below the soil surface.
c) Artificial_drainage: none
d) Flooding: never

-^,2-

Biological activity;
a) Rootdevelopment:
0-10 cm: many fine and large roots
10-^0 cm: common fine and large roots
'fO-70 cm: few fine and large roots
deeper than 70 cm: very few fine and large roots
b) Biopores:
many to few (very) fine biopores decreasing with
increasing depth,
c) Depth of undisturbed subsoil: deeper than 200 cm
Human activity: as with Esterslust 1

DESCRIPTION OF SOIL HORIZONS
A

0-10 cm: (dark) brown (lOYR 3»5/3); moist; loam with
much organic matter; strong very fine granular
(.70%) and moderate very fine subangular blocky
(30^) with many (very) fine biopores; friable;
pH(Hellige):^,0; clear and smooth on:

A

10~40 cm: dark yellowish brown (lOYR h/h); moist; loam
with common organic matter and few, medium distinct charcoal; weak very fine subangular blocky
with many to common (very) fine biopores; friable:
pH(Heilige):4,0; clear and wavy on:

B21t, 40-5? cm: yellowish brown (lOS V 5 ) ; moist; clay loam;
strong very fine angular blocky v/ith common
(very) fine biopores and abundant ferriargillans;
slightly sticky, non plastic; abundant, medium,
distinct red (2,5^^ V 8 ) Fe-mottles; pH(Hellige):
4,0; clear and wavy on:
B22t, 57-90 cm: light gray (5^ 7/l); moist; clay loam; moderate
very fine angular blocky with common (very) fine
biopores and many ferriargillans; slightly sticky
non plastic; common, meditira, distinct red
(lOR V 8 ) and yellowish brown (lOYR 5/8) Feraottles; pH(Heilige):4,0; clear and smooth on:

-if.3-

B23tg» 90-124 cm: light gray (5Y 7/1)5 moist; silty clay loam;
strong very fine angular blocky with common to
few (very) fine biopores and abundant ferriargillans; slightly sticky, non plastic; abundant,
medium and large red (lOR 4/8) Fe-soft nodules
surrounded by common, medium distinct yellov/ish
brown (lOYR 5/8) Fe-mottlesi pH(Hellige):4,5;
diffuse and smooth on;
B3tg, 124-170 cm: light gr.iy (5Ï 7/1); moist; silty clay loam;
strong very fine angular blocky with few (very)
fine biopores and common ferriargillans; slightly
sticky, non plastic; abundant, medium, prominent
dark red (7,5YR 3/6) Fe-soft nodules and common,
medium, distinct yellowish brown (lOYE 5/8) Femottles; pH(Heilige):4,5
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SOIL 3TRÜCTIJBE (cf. Jongerius, 1957)

\,2
B21t
B22t
B23tg
B3tg

0-10 cm
10-40 cm
40-57 cm
57-90 cm
90-124 cm
124-170 cm

A3
A4

A5
A5
A5
A5

I
III
III
III
III
III

3
21
11
21
21

(70%) + A 4

II 2

(30^)

-h.k^

DISTRIBUTION OF BIOPORES

depth in cm
10
20
30
40
50
60
70

8o
90
100
120
1^0
160

ntiraber of {'
biopores/cm
7,5,6,5,9
8,8.5,6,5
7,7,5,3,6
^,3,3.4,2
^,3,5,5,2
3,2,5,4,3
^5,4,4,4
3,1,5,4,4
2,5,3,5,4
0,5,2,1,0
3,2,1,2,0
1,0,2,0,0
1,0,1,0,2

mean value/cm

6,4
6,4
5,6
3,2
3,8
3,4
^,2
3,4
3,8
1,6
1,6
0,6
0,8

-5.1A.

GENERAL DATA
1»
2,

Profile number: Esteraluet 5
Location; Topographical map of Surinam; soale 1:^0,000 (l953)i
sheet: l^d ; coordinates: N 930.720 — E 375.620.

3.
k.

Date of description; 21-3-196?
Described by: S, Slager and W, Saro.

B.

SOIL SITE CHARACTERISTICS
1.
2,

Classification:Plinthudult (7th Approximation, 196?)
Climate; a) according to Meteo Service Paramaribo
b) the profile was described in the short dry season
in which evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
c) in the fortnight preceeding the description evapo-

5,

transpiration exceeded rainfall.
Landuse: Baboen- (Virola surinamensis-) culture
Geology: heavily textured, pleistocene, marine deposits
C(Lo-lyd6rp clays)
Physiography; plateau

6,

Relief: flat; micro-relief; flat

?•
8.
9«

Slope• flat; Class A
Altitude; 5-6 m + NSP (mean sea level)
Hydrology: a) Soil drainage__^class_: imperfectly to moderately
well-drained,
b) Groundwatertable_:
presumed highest at about 70 cm below the soil
surface
presumed lowest some metres
actual deeper than I50 cm below soil surface
c) ^tificial_drainage: none

5«
k»

-5.2Biological activity;
a) Rootdevelopment:
0-^0 cm: common fine and large roots
^0-75 cm: few fine and large roots
b) Biopores: Up to 100 cm many to few (very) fine biopores
occur, which decrease with increasing depth.
There are no biopores deeper than 100 cm below the soil
sxirface.
c) Degth^of^^vindisturbeé^' subsoil: serveral metres
Human activity;

as with Esterslust 1.

DESCRIPTION OF SOIL HORIZONS
AT .. 0-1^ cm: very dark grayish brown (lOYR 3/2); moist; loam
with common organic matter; strong very fine
granular (50/i^); many (very) fine biopores; friable;
pH(Heilige):4,0; gradual and smooth on:
A- -. 1^52 cm: (dark) brown (lOYR V^)? moist; loam with few
organic matter and few medium, faint charcoal;
moderate very fine subangular blocky with common
(very) fine biopores; friable; pH(Hellige):4,0;
clear and smooth on;
B21t, 52-73 cm: red (5YR V 6 ) ; moist; clay loam with some
coarse sand» moderate very fine subangular blocky
with common (very) fine biopores and many ferriargillans; slightly sticky, slightly plastic; few
fine faint (light) yellowish brown (lOYR 5-,5/^')
Fe-mottles and red (7,5R V 8 ) Fe-soft nodules;
pH(Heilige):4,0; clear and smooth on:
B22tg, 73-124 cm: light gray (2,5Y 7/l); moist; silty clay
loam; strong fine angular blocky with few to no
(very) fine biopores and abundant ferriargillans;
firm; abumdtónt ., coarse, prominent red (lOR 4/8)
Fe-soft nodules sarrounded by common, medium
distinct yellowish red (5YR 4/8) Fe-mottles; pH
(Heilige):4,0; diffuse and smooth on:

-5.3.
B3tg, 12^-150 cm: light gray (5Y 7/l); moist; silty clay loam;
strong very fine angular blocky with many ferriargillans; no biopores; firm; common coarse,
prominent red (lOR V 8 ) Fe-soft nodules surrounded by common, coarse, distinct yellowish
red ^YE 5/8) Fe- mottles; pH(Hellige):^,0.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SOIL STRUCTURE
A

, 0-lh
0-l4 cm

; A3

1»1

B21t
B22tg
B3tg

1^-52 cm

kk

52-73 cm
73-12^ cm
12^-130 cm

Ak

A5
A5

(cf. Jongerius, 195?)

I
3 i50%) + A^ III li {^Ofo)
III li
II li
IV 2f
III 3

DISTRIBUTION OF BIOPORES
depth in cm
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
120
1^0

number of (-jrery) fine
biopores/cm2
6,5,657,5
8,4,5,5,5
6,5,5,4,4
4,3,4,5,4
5.4,4,4,4
3 j 5 , T', ^, T",

0,1,0,2,5
0,1,4,3,2
0,1,0,0,0
0,0,0,0,0
0,0,0,0,0

mean value/c;ri
5,8
5,4
4,6
4,8
4,0
S2
4,0
1,6
2,0
0,2
0,0
0,0

1.1-

GENERAL DATA
Profile number; Goliath 1
Location: Topographical map of Surinam, scale 1:^0.000 ( I960,
sheet: 21a ; coordinates: N 900.720
— E 305.8^0,
Date of description: ^-4-1967
Described by; S, Slager and W, Saro.
SOIL SITE CHARACTERISTICS
Classification; Dystropeptic Quartzipsamment (7th Approx,1967)
Climate: a) according to data Meteo Service Paramaribo
b) the profile was described in the short dry season
in which evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
c) in the fortnight preceeding the description evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
Vegetation: mesophytic forest with:
Basralokus - Dicorynia guianensis
Parihoedoe - Aspidosperraa raarcgravianum
Prokonie
- Inga speco
Kopie
- Goupia glabra
Bosananas - Bromelia karatas
Paramakka - Astrocaryum paramacca
Koemboe
- Oenocarpus bacaba
Geology : Light textured, Tertiary, continental • deposits
Physiography: Plateau
Relief: flat; micro-relief:,flat
Slope;
Altitude: + ^0 m + NSP ? (mean sea level)
Hydrology : a) Soil drainage__Glass_: well drained
b) Groundwatertable_:
actual, presumed highest and presumed lowest:
deeper than 175 cm
c) ;Artificial_drainage: none

-1.2Biological a c t i v i t y :
a) Rootdevelopment:
0-16 cm: abundant fine and few large roots
16-^^ cm: many fine and common large roots
^4-175 cm: common fine and few large roots
b) Depth__of undisturbed_subsoil: deeper than 175 cm
c) Number of biogorescmany (very) fine and no large
biopores.
Human activity: Untotiched climax forest (semi-) raesophytic
forest.

DESCRIPTION OF SOIL HORIZONS
A 1»3, 0-16 cm: (dark) brown (lOYR 3.5A)| moist; sand with
few organic matter and many bleached sand
grains; no macrostructure; common (very) fine
biopores; loose; pH(Heilige)6,0; clear and
smooth on:
A 1,2, 16-^1 cm: (dark)(yellowish) brown'(10YR V 3 . 5 ) , moist;
sand with few organic matter and some bleached
grains; no macrostructure; many (very) fine
biopores; friable; pH(Hellige)6,5; diffuse
and smooth on:
A 1.3, ^1-92 cm: (very) dark grayish brown (lOYR 3.5/2),
moist; sand with common organic matter; no
macrostructure; many (very) fine biopores;
friable; pH(Hellige)6,5; diffuse and smooth on
A3, 92-118 cm: brown (lOYR ^,5/3), moist; sand v/ith very few
organic matter; no macrostructure; many
(very) fine biopores; friable; pH(Hellige):
6,5; diffuse and smooth on:
B21t, 118-1^5 cm: strong brown (7,5YR 3/^)-, moist; slightly
loamy sand; no macrostructure, probably few
ferriargillans; many (very) fine biopores;
friable; pH(Hellige)6,0; diffuse and smooth;

-1.3B22t, 1^5-175(+) cm: yellowish red to reddish yellow
(5YR 5,5/8), moist; loamy sand; no macrostructiire, probably many ferriargillans, many (very)
fine biopores; friable; pH(Heilige)5,5
DISTRIBUTION OF BIOPORES
depth in cm
20
30

ko
50
60
70
80
90
100
120
140.
160

number of (very) fine
biopores/cm^
8,8,8,7,7
13,11,16,10,12
12,12,7,10,17
16,10,10,1^,15
13,11,8,15,1^
13,10,10,9,13
13,13,8,12,10
12,10,13,1^,9
8,11,12,11,10
13,10,1^,1^,13
14,11,8,12,10
10,10,10,12,13

mean value/cm
7,6
12,4
11,6
13,0
12.2
11,0
11,2
11,6
10,4
12,8
11,0
11,0

2

2.1.
GENERAL DATA
Profile number; Goliath 2
Location: Topographical map of Surinam, scale 1:^0.000-( I960),
sheet: 21a ; coordinates; N 899.260 — E 303.560.
Date of description: 4-4-196?
Described by; S, Slager and W, Saro,
SOIL SITE CHARACTERISTICS
Classification; Typic Tropudult (eroded phase), (7th Approx.,196?)
Climate; a) according to data Meteo Servive Paramaribo
b) the profile was described in the short dry season
in which evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
c) in the fortnight preceeding the description evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
Vegetation; raesophytic forest with:
Kopie

-

Goupia glabra

Wana

-

Ocotea rubra

Baboen

-

Vinola surinamensis

Foengoe

-

Parinari compestris

Subgrowth_:
Boegroemakka- Astrocaryum sciophylura
Paramakka

- Astrocaryum paramacca

Paloeloe

- Ravenela gyanensis

Geology.: heavily textured. Tertiary,

continen-tal- deposits

Physiography: Plateau
Relief; flat; micro-relief: flat
Slope; flat; class A
Altitude; + 40 ra + NSP ? (mean sea level)
Hydrology: a) Soil <irainage_class; well drained
b) Groundwatertable:
actual, presumed highest and lowest: deeper than .'
110 cm
c) Artificial drainage; none

2.2Biological a c t i v i t y ;
a ) ËfiQidSÏ£l2SiSg3J2:

0-8 cm:abundant fine and few large roots
8-60 cm: common fine and few large roots
60-110 cm: few fine and very few large roots
b) Depth of_undisturbed_Bubsoil£ deeper than 110 cm
c) Number of biopores: many to common very fine
biopores decreasing with the depth. No large biopores
Human activity; Untouched climax foresti(semi-) mesophytic
forest,

DESCRIPTION OF SOIL HORIZONS
A 1,1, 0-8 cm: yellowish brown (lOYR 5 A ) , dry; slightly
loamy éand with few organic matter; no macrostructure; many (very) fine biopores; friableT pH
(Hellige)5,0;clear and smooth :
B t, 8-38 cm: light yellowish brown to brownish yellow (lOYR 5/6)
moist; sandy loam with very few organic matter
and few fine faint charcoal; no macrostructiire;
common (very) fine biopores; probably few ferriargillans; slightly sticky, non plastic; pH
(Heilige)5,0; gradual and smooth on:
B2.lt, 38-60 era: strong brown (7,5YR 5/8); moist;(sandy)loam;
no macrostructure; common (very) fine biopores;
probably common ferriargillans; slightly sticky^
non plastic; pH(Hellige):5,5; diffuse and smooth
on:
B2,2t, 60-110 cm: reddish yellow (5YR 6/8), moist;(sandy)
loam; no macrostructure; common (very) fine biopores; probably many ferriargillans; slightly
sticky, non plastic; pH(Hellige):6,0

DISTRIBUTION OF BIOPORES
depth in cm

number of (very)
biopores/cra

10
20
30

ko
50
60
70
80
90
100

1^,15,13,9,15
10,10,8,9,11
7,10,6,10,8
9,10,3,6,8
13,6,6,7,6
10,9,8,8,7
9,7,8,7,8
6,5,^,7,^
6,6,6,4,^
i+,3,5,6,10

A.

GENERAL DATA
1, Profile number; Kamp VIII, 1
2»
3,

Location: Topographical map of Surinam; scale 1:^0,000 (1959),
.
sheet: 22b ; coordinates: N 908.910
— E 387.^00./^^
Date of description; 20-3-1967
y^^—s'^

k.

Described by; S, Slager and W. Saro.

B.

SOIL SITE CHARACTERISTCEG
1,

Classification; Typic Tropaquult (7th Approximation, 1967)

2,

Climate; a) according to data Meteo Service Paramaribo
b) the profile was described in the short dry season
in which evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall,

3»

c) in the fortnight proceeding the description evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
Vegetation; Baboem - (Vir.ola siirinaraensis-) culture with;

^«
5«

Walaba - Eperua
Krapa - carapa spec.
Subgrowth:
Pararaaka - Astrocaryiim paramacca
Paloeloe - Ravenela guyanensis
Warimbo - Ischnosiphon spec.
Maripa
- Maxirailiana maripa
Geology: light textured. Tertiary, " continental- deposits
Physiography: edge creek to swamp

6,

Relief: flat; micro-relief; flat

7, Slope: flat; class A, 1-3?^
8, Altitude: 28 ra + NSP (mean sea level)
9» Hydrology: a) Soil drainage_class: moderately well-drained
b) Groundwatertable_:
presumed highest at about 70 cm belov/ the soil
siirface
presumed lowest at about 150 cm below the soil
surface
actual at 170 cm belov; the soil surface
c) Artificial_drainage2_ none
d) Flooding:never.

1.2-

Bjological activity:
a) Rootdevelopment:
0-10 cm: many fine and large roots
10-70 cm: common fine and large roots
70-150 cm: few to very few"fine and large roots
no roots deeper than 150 cm
b) Biopores: many to common (very) fine biopores, decreasing with increasing depth.
c) Degth of iindisturbed subsoil: deeper than 2 metres
Human activity:the originalfeemi-)mesophytic forest with a
tree height of 20-30 m. was partly poisened. The
Baboentrees have been planted in rows. The field was
not dozersd and not btirnt.
DESCRIPTION OF SOIL HORIZONS
A

1,±

A

A

, 0-15 cm: (dark) broivn (lOYR 3,5/3)? moist; fine sand

with common organic matter; no macrostructure;
common (very) fine biopores; friable; pH(Heilige):
5,0; gradual and wavy on:
, 15-35 cm: brown (lOYR V3)l moist; loanysand with
common organic matter; no macrostructure; many to
common (very) fine biopores; friable: pH(Hellige):
5,5; gradual and wavy on:
-(B2h?), 35-73 cm: very dark grayish brown (lOYR 3/2);

•^,3

moist;loamy sand with common organic matter; no
macrostructxire; many (very) fine biopores; slightly
sticky non plastic; pH(Hellige):6,0 clear and wavy
on:
A3, 73-89 cm: dark grayish brovm (lOYR k/2.) i moist;loaBg' sand
with very few organic matter; no macrostructure;
common (very) fine biopores; slightly sticky,
slightly plastic; pH(Hellige):5,5; diffuse and
wavy on:
B tg, 89-120 cm: pinkish gray (7,5YR 7/2); moist; sandy loam;
no macrostructure; common (very) fine biopores;
possibly few ferriargillans; sticky and plastic;
common, medium, faint yellowish red (5YR 5/8) Femottles; pH(Hellige):5,5 gradual and wavy on:

-1.3»

B2tg, 120-160 cm: (light) gray (lOYR 6/I); moist; sandy loam;
no macrostructure; common (very) fine biopores;
prohably few ferriargillans; sticky and slightly
plastic; many fine faint yellowish red (5YR 5/8)
Fe-mottles; pH(Hellige):5tO; clear and smooth on:
Cg, l60-190(+) cm', (light brownish) gray (lOYR 6/1,5); wet;loamy
sand with very few organic matter; no macrostructure; sticky and plastic; pH(Hellige):5»0.
DISTRIBUTION OF BIOPORES
depth in cm

10
20
30
^0
50
60
70
80
90
100
120
1^0
160

(very) fine biopores/cm
could not be counted
12,10,6,5,5
6,3,7,^.^
3,6,6,3,5
3.9,5,^,5
7,6,4,6,4
7,6,5,5,3
3,4,5,8,5
3,5,6,5,5
7,3,6,4,3
2.4,3,5,4
6,4,2,5,6
5,5,3,3,2

2

mean value/cm'
7,6
4,8
5,0
5,2
5,^
5,2
5,0
4,8
4,6
3,6
4,6
3,6

>

-2.1-

GENERAL DATA
1.

Profile number; Kamp VIII. 2

2,

Location; Topographical map of Surinam; scale: 1:^0.000 (1959),
sheet: 22 b; coordinates: N 908.8OO

5.
4,

—E

,

387.6IO. ^ ^ s V ,
0

Date of description: 20-3-196?
Described by; S, Slager and W, Saro
SOIL SITE CHMACTERISTICS

1.

qiassification: Typic Tropudult (7th Approximation, 196?)

2.

Climate; a) according to data Meteo Service Paramaribo
b) the profile was described in the short dry season
in which evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
c) in the fortnight preceeding the description evapo_
transpiration exceeded rainfall
Vegetation; Baboen- (virola surinamensis-) culture with;
Krapa
- Carapa spec,
liValaba - Eperua spec.
Foengoe - Peirinari campestris
Ifi/ana
- Ocotea rubra
Subgrowth£
Paramaka - Astrocaryura paramacca
Warimbo - Ischnosiphon spec.
Koeraboe - Oenocarpus spec.
Geology; medium textured, Tertiary, continental
'
•

5.

h»

deposits a^r^r

i^cJ^tr^n^

^^/en'^l

c^eni/^'é

5,
6,

Physiography; slope center
Relief: flat; micro-relief: flat

^

7,
8«
9»

Slope; flat; class A, 1-3?^
Altitude: 33 m + NSP (moan sea level)
Hydrology: a) Soil drainage__class_: well-drained
b) Groundwatertable: actual as well as presumed
highest and presumed lowest deeper than I80 cm
below the soil surface
c) Artificial__drainage: none
d) Flooding: never

i

-.2,2-

l ö . Biological activity;

^6r

C.

a) Rootdevelopment:
0-10 cm: many fine and large roots
10-50 cm: common fine and large roots
50-120 cm: few fine and large roots
deeper than 120 cm: very few^no roots
b) Biopores: many to few (very) fine biopores occur
throughout the profile, decreasing with increasing
depth.

°^ 2£E---.2ï-BSé-^®*ïï^^£^ subsoil: deeper than 2 metres
below the soil surface.
11. Human activity; the original (semi-) mesophytic forest with a
tree height of 20-30 m was adapted to the growth of
Baboon in the same way qnd the same period as with
profile Karap 8, 1
DESCRIPTION OF SOIL HORIZONS
A

, 0-10 cm: (dark) brown (lOYR V 3 ) ; moist; fine sandy

A

loam with common organic matter; moderate very fine
subangular blocky and strong very fine granular;
many (very) fine biopores; slightly sticky and
plastic; pH(Heilige):^,5; clear and smooth on:
, 10-49 cm: yellowish brown (lOYR 5/8); moist; fine sandy

1,1

1»2

loam with few organic matter; weak very fine subangular blocky with many to common (very) fine
biopores; slightly sticky and plastic; pH(Heilige):
5,0; gradual and slightly wavy on:
Bit, ^9-68 cm: yellowish brown (lOYR 5/8); moist; sandy clay
loam with very fevj^ organic matter; strong very fine
subangular blocky with common (very) fine biopores
and probably common ferriargillans; sticky and
plastic; common, medium, faint strong brown
(7,5 YR 5/8) Fe-spots; pH(Hellige):5,5; gradual
and slightly wavy on:

-2.3-

B21t, 68-115 cm: yellowish red (5YR 5/8); moist; fine sand clay
loam with some coarse sand grains; strong very fine
(sub) angular blocky with common to few (very)
fine biopores and probably many ferriargillans; firm;
common medium and coarse distinct brownish yellow
(lOYR 6/8) Fe-spots; pH(Hellige):5,5; diffuse and
smoth on:
B22t, 115-160 cm: red (2,5YR 5/8); moist; sandy clay loam with
some angular gravel and coarse sand; strong very
fine (sub) angular blocky with few (very) fine
biopores and probably many ferriargillans; firm;
pH(Heilige):6,0
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SOIL STRUCTURE
0-10 cm; Ak
III
11
+
10-^9 cm; Ak
III
i
\B
^9-68 cm; Ak
III
2
Bit,
68-115 cm: Aif-.A5 III
zi
B21t
115-160 cm; A^^A5 III
zi
B22t
^1,1

A3

II

2i

DISTRIBUTION OF BIOPORES
depth in cm

number of (very) fine
biopores/cm^

mean value/cm

10
20
30

8,6,5,5,^
7,^,7,5,6
5,5,7,^,8

5,6
5,8
5,8

^0
50
60
70
80
90
100
120

1,3,3,7,9
5,7,^,^,3
3,^,2,3,2
2,3,3,2,4
5,4,1,5,0
0,2,3,3,4
1,2,2,1,1
4,0,0,2,1

^,6
^,6
2,8
2,8
3,0
2,4
1,4
1,4

140

0,3,1,3,1

1,6

-3.1*
A,

GENERAL DATA
1,
2»

Profile number: Kamp VIII» 3
Location; Topographical map of Surinam; scale; 1:^0,000(1959),
sheet: 22\) ; coordinates N 908.750

3»
hm
B«

—E

387.770. ^ ^ ^ a V ^

Date of description; 20-3-196?
Described by; S, Slager and W. Saro

y/

^

SOIL SITE CHARACTERISTICS
1,

Classification; Typic Tropudult (7th Approximation, 196?)

2»

Climate; a) according to data Meteo Service Paramaribo
b) the profile was described in the short dry season,
in which evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall.
c) in the fortnight preceeding the description evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall

3»

Vegetation; Baboen - (Virola surinaraensis-) culture with;
Wana
- Ocotea rubra
Gronfoeloe
Foengoe
Koemboe
Salie
Subgrowth;

^*
5*
6,
7.
Ö*
9.

-

üalea coerulea
Parinari campestris
Oenocarpus spec.
Tetragastris spec,

Warimbo
~ Ischnosiphon spec, , , , > ^ /
Geology: medium textured, pr-ecambrian we-athor.ing dep-&ai%g?
Physiography: slope (plateau shoulder)
Relief; flat; micro-relief; flat

P^.n,^

Slopel flat: Class A
Altitude:^0 m + NSP (mean sea level)
Hydrology; a) Soil drainage class: well-drained
b) Groundvjatertable: actual as well as preswned
highest and presumed lowest deeper than 200cra
belov/ the soil surface
c) Artificial drainage: none
d) Flooding: never

;

-3.2-

Biolo^ical activity:
a) Rootdevelogment:
0-30 cm: many fine and large roots
30-80 cm: common fine and large roots
80-190 cm: fev; fine and large roots
b) Biopores:
0-50 cm: many (very) fine biopores
50-100 cm: common (very) fine biopores
100-160 cm: many (very) fine biopores
c) Degth of undisturbed subsoils deeper than 200 cm
below the soil surface.
Human activity: teh original (semi-)raesophyticforest with
a tree height of 20-30 m. was adopted to the growth
of Baboen in the same way and period as with Kamp 8
1.
DESCRIPTION OF SOIL HORIZONS
A

, 0-10 cm: dark yellowish brown (lOYR 3,5/3); moist;
sandy loam with much organic matter; strong very
fine granular (30?^) and moderate (very) fine
subangular blocky (70?^); many (very) fine biopores; friable; pH(Hellige):5,0; clear and
smooth on:

A

, 10-^ '33 cm: dark (yellowish) brown (lOYR V2,5) ;raoist;

1»'=-

(sandy) loam with common organic matter; moderate
very fine subangular blocky with many (very)
fine biopores; slightly firm; pH(Heilige):5»0;
gradual ajid wavy on:
A
(B2h?), 28/33_53/g2 cm: dark brown (lOYR 3/3); moist;
sandy loam with much organic matter; moderate
very fine subangular blocky with many to common
(very) fine biopores; slightly sticky and plastic
pH(Hellige):5,3; gradual and wavy on:
B^^,^^'82- '100 cm; brown (lOYR 5/3), changing with increasing depth into strong brown (7,5YR 5/6);
moist;(clay) loam with few very coarse angular
sand; strong very fine subangular blocky with
common (very) fine biopores and probably few
ferriargillans; slightly sticky and plastic;pH
(Heilige):5,5; gradual and wavy on:

-3.3-

B21t, ^/lOO--^-^^'l30 cm: red (2,5YK 5/6); moist; clay loam with
few very coarse angular sand sind gravel; strong
very fine subangular blocky with common to many
(very) fine biopores and probably many ferriargillans; sticky and plastic; common fine faint
yellow (lOYR 7/6) Fe- spots; few {.3%) pedotubules
filled with dark (yellowish) brown (lOYR V2,5)
A1.2-material; pH(Heilige):6,0; diffuse and
smooth on:
B22t, •'••^^''^130-190 cm: red (5YR 3/^)\ moist; clay loam with
some angular coarse sand; strong very fine subangular blocky with many (very) fine biopores
and probably many ferriargillans; sticky and
plastic; common, medium, distinct red (2,5YR V 8 )
and-yellow (lOYR ?,5/8)Fe-mottles; pH(hellige):
6,0.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SOIL STRUCTURE
A

.,

, 0-10 cm ; A3

A^ 2
» 10-28/33 cm
A^'^(B2h?), 28/33-53/82 cm
^It
B21t
B22t

I 3

(50%')+ kk
kh

;

(cf. Jongerius, 1957)

kh

kh
» 53/82-B2/IOO cm
, 82/100-115/130 cm ; A^
, 115/130-190 cm
; kh

2
III 2
III 2i
III

III 2i
III 2i

-3.^

DISTRIBUTION OP BIOPORES
depth in cm

number of (x
biopores/cm

10
20
30
^0

^3,8,7,9
5,6,7,9,7

30

60
70
80
90
100
120
i4o
l6o

mean value/cm

5»7,^,5,9
6,5,5,^,^
5,7,7,6,3
2,^,5,2,1

6,2
6,8
6,0
^,8
5,6
2,8

6,3,^,3,1

3,^

2,5,3,5,5
3,^,^,^,3
^,5,3,5,3
6,7,6,6,5
8,7,7,5,6
8,9,9,10,6

k,0
3,6
4,0
6,0
6,2
8,4

"•X.X"»

A.

GENERAL DATA

2,

Location: Topographical map of Surinam, scale 1:^0,000 (1956),
sheet: 13b

5 coordinates: N 953»520 — E

^*

2si£_2l-.É£2££iE5i22* 22-3-196?

km

Described^^b^i S, Slager and W, Saro,

B,

3^5.060,

SOIL SITE CHARACTERISTICS
1«
2.

3«
kt
5»
6.
7.
8.
9.

Classification: Aquic Spodic Quartzipsamraant (7th Approx,,1967)
Climate: a) according to data Meteo Service Paramaribo
b) the profile was described in the short dry season,
in which evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
c) during the last fortnight preceeding the description rainfall exceeded evapotranspiration.
Landuse: Baboen- (Virola surinamensis-) culture
Geology* light textured, holocene, marine deposits (Demarara
sand ridges)
Ph^siogragh^: sand ridge plateau
Relief: flat; i2i££2z££ii£l* ^1^*
'^iSE®' flat, class A
Altitude: + 3 ra + NSP ? (mean sea level)
Hydrology* s.) Soil_^drainage class: moderately well-drained
b) Groundwatertable: actual at 150 cm below the soil
siirface
presumed highest at about 90 cm below the soil
surface
presumed lowest at some metres below the soil
sixrface»
a) Rootdevelogment:
0-10 cm: many large and few fine roots
10-60 cm: few large and fine roots
+60 cm: few to no roots

.^

-1.2-

0-50 cm: many (very) fine biopores
50-120 cm: common (very) fine biopores
120-1^0 cm: many (very) fine biopores
c) Depth of imdisturbed subsoil:
11,

deeper than l4o cm below the soil siirface.
Human activity!the original forest has partly been poisened,
but has not been dozered ©r burnt. The topsoil
has been touched very few,

6,

DESCRIPTION OF SOIL HORIZONS.
A

, 0-7 cm: grayish brown (lOYR 5/2); moist; fine sand with

if J.

few organic matter; no macrostructure; many (very)
fine biopores; friable; pH(Hellige):4,0; clear
and smooth on:
A- „, 7-17 cm: (grayish) brown (lOYR 5/2,5)I moist; fine sand
with very few organic matter; no macrostructure;
many (very) fine biopores; friable; pH(Hellige):
^i55 gradual and smooth on:
A2, 17-36 cm: (light) yellowish brown (lOYR 6/5); moist; fine
sand with very few organic matter; no macroBtructtire; many (very) fine biopores; friable;
common fine distinct yellowish red (5YR V 6 )
Fe-mottles; pH(Hellige):^,5; abrupt and smooth
on:
B2(h), 36-^0 era: (light) yellowish brown (lOYR 6/5); moist;
fine sand v/ith very few organic matter; no macrostructure; many (very) fine biopores; friable;
some yellowish brown (lOYR ^/^^ humus fibers;
pH(Hellige):^,0; clear and smooth on:
B2.1, 40- /97 cm: light yellowish brown (lOYR 6/^); moist;
fine sand; no macrostructure, many to common
(very) fine biopores; friable; abundant coarse
prominent strong brown (7,5YR 5/2) Fe-mottles;
pH(Hellige):^,0; abrupt and wavy on:

^

-1.3-

B22;

/97-110 cm: light brownish gray (2,5Y 6/2); moist;
fine sand; no macrostructure; common (very) fine
biopores; friable; common coarse distinct strong
brown (7,5YR k/G) Fe-mottles and common fine
distinct very dark gray (lOYR 3/1) Mn-mottles;
pH(Hellige):^,5; clear and smooth on:

B2,3, 110-137 cm: light (brownish) gray (2,5^ 6,5/2); wet;
fine sand; no macrostructiire; common (very) fine
biopores; loose abmndant coarse prominent strong
brown (7,5YR ^/6) and common fine distinct dark
red (2,5Yfi 3/8) Fe-mottles; pH(Hellige):^,0;
abrupt and smooth on:
IIB3g, 137-150 cm: (light) gray (5Y 6/I): wet fine sand clay
loam; sponge structure with many (very) fine
biopores; sticky and plastic; many fine prominent
yellowish red (5YR 5/8) Fe-mottles; pH(Hellige):
5,0.
DISTRIBUTION OF BIOPORES
depth in cm

(very) fine biopores/cm

mean value/cm

10
20

1^,12,6,9,8

9,8

12,9,9,11,8

30

8,9,9,10,9
2,7,^,8,5
6.7,6,7,3
8,5,3,3,1
8,1,2,5,5
8,5,0,3,2

9,8
9,0
5,2

ko
50
60
70
80
90
100
120
1^0

0,2,1,3,^
5,3,2,5,6
^,5,5,1,3
8,8,10,12,9

5,8
^.0
^»2.
3,2
2,0
3,2
3,6
9,^

J

1.1-

A.

GENERAL DATA:
1.

Profile ntimber: Palisadenweg 1

2.

Location: Topographical map of Surinam; scale 1:^0,000 (1956^1
sheet: 13b ; coordinates; N 9^5,9^0 — E 3^9,120,

5»

2^i£«2l«e£e£Ei2£^22* 22-3-1967

km

Described bj: S, Slager and W, Saro.

B.

SOIL SITE CHARACTERISTICS.
•^»
2,

£iS££Ê:£i£2tii22* ^^^^0 Aquic Eragiorthod (7th Approximation, 19^7)
Climate: a) according to data Meteo Service Paramaribo
b) the profile ivas described in the short dry season
in which

evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall

c) during the fortnight proceeding the description rain
fall exceeded evapotranspiration.
3«

Landuse: Soemaroeba - (Simarouba cimara-) culture.

^*

S£2i2S£i. lig'^''^ o"- medium texttired, pleistocene, marine deposits
(Lelydorp sands)

5*

£S22^°i£SEii2!* ^i'^S© edge

6.
7.
8.

22ii2l' ^1^*5 2i2£2z££ii2l * ^-^^^
2i2£2' flat; class A,
Altitude: + 5 m + NSP ? (mean sea level)

9*

S2É^2i2i2' ^^ §2il-.^§iB§Sê-£l§§§i moderately-well to imperfectly drained
b) öj^oü^idwatertable:
actual at I80 cm, presumed highest at about * - -•
110 cm and presximed lowest deeper than 200 cm below the soil surface.
•^i^logical^activity:

10,

a) Rootdevelogment:
0-10 cm: many fine and large roots
10-15 cm: common fine and large roots
15-30 cm: few fine and large roots
deeper than 30 cm: few to no roots.

J
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b) Biopores:
0-55 era: many (very) fine biopores
55-65 cm: common to few (very) fine biopores
deeper than 65 cm; many (very) fine biopores,

11.

C.

c) Depth of undisturbed subsoil:
deeper than 2 metres below the soil surface
Hvuaan activity: as with Mijnzorg-weg 1.

DESCRIPTION OF SOIL HORIZONS:
A- ^, 0-7 cm: (very) dark grayish brovm (lOYR 3.5/2); moist;
fine sand v/ith few orgajiic matter; no macrostructure; many (very) fine biopores; very fri«
able; pH(Hellige):^,0; clear and smooth on:
A

, 7-16 cm: gray (lOYR 5,5/l)i moist; fine sand with very
few organic matter; no macrostructure; many
(very) fine biopores; very friable; pH(Hellige):
^,0; clear and smooth on:
A2, 16-53 cm: white (lOYR 8/1); moist; fine sand; no macrostructure; many (very) fine biopores; very friable
pH(Hellige):4,0; abrupt and slightly wavy on:
B2(h), 53-58 cm: (dark) grayish brown (lOYR ^,5/2); moist;
fine s§jad with few organic matter; no macrostructure; many to common (very) fine biopores;
friable; pH(Hellige):^,5; abrupt and slightly
wavy on:
B2ir, 58-65 cm: light brownish gray to light yellowish brown
(2,5^ 6/3); moist; fine sand with very few organic matter; no macrostructure; common to few
(very) fine biopores; firm; common fine distinct
yellowish red (5YR V 8 ) Fe-mottles;pH(Heilige):
5,0; clear and wavy on:
B2.3, 65-77 cm: light brownish gray to light yellowish brown
(2,5Y 6/3); moist; fine sand; no macrostructure;
many (very) fine biopores; slightly firm;common
fine distinct yellowish red (5YR V 8 ) Fe-mottles;
pH(Heilige):5»0; abrupt and smooth on:
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IIB2.^, 77-^/110 cm: light gray (2,5Y 7/2); moist; fine sandy
loam; moderate very fine subangular blocky with
many (very) fine biopores; slightly sticky
and plastic; common medium distinct strong
brown (7,5YR 5/6) Fe- mottles; pH(Heilige):
^,0; clear and wavy on;
IIB3g, ^ '''^110-180 cm: light gray (2,5Ï 7/l); moist; fine sandy
loam ."
•; no macrostructtire; many (very)
fine biopores; slightly firm; many coarse prominent strong browa (7,5YR 5/8) Fe-mottles
and many mediun prominent red (lOS 4/8) Fe-moft
nodules; pH(Hellige):4,0,
DISTRIBUTION OF BIOPORES
depth in cm
10
20
30
ho
50
56
62
70
80
90
100
120
140
160

2
very fine biopores/cra
10,6,10,5,8
12,8,11,6,9
12,10,6,8,7
11,9,13,7,8
6,8,7,10,7
10,6,5,7,5
if,1,2,2,2
13,6,4,6,11
8,6,4,1,6
5,6,4,3,9
7,8,7,7,9
9,7,9,10,7
5,9,5,5,6
8,5,2,8,8

2
mean value/cm
7,8
9,2
8,6
9,6
7,6
6,6
2,2
8,0
5,0
5,4
7,6
8,4
6,0
6,2
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GENERAL DATA.
Profile number: Powakka 1
Location! Topographical map of Surinam, scale 1:^0.000 (1953),
sheet: l^c ; coordinates: N 92^.^90 — E 369.100.

2SÊ®_2f-.^222EiPii22- 19-5-1967Described .by: S, Slager and U. Saro.

SOIL SITE CHARACTERISTICS.
Classification: (Typdc). Ti-opuÜult,'B)?odyd pha6p^<7th Approx,1967)
Climate: a) according to data Meteo Service Paramaribo
b) the profile was described in the long wet season,
in which rainfall evapotranspiration exceeded
c) in the last fortnight preceeding the description
rainfall evapotranspiration exceddled
Landuse: Pinus-culture (former savanna)
Geology: medium texttu-ed, tertiairy,
continental deposits
Physiography: slope
Relief: flat; ™i2£2rE®ii££' •^^^'^
Sloge: flat; class A, 0-3/^
Altitude:+ 20 m + NSP ? (mean sea level)
Hydrology: a) Soil drainage class: well drained
b) Groundwatertable: actual, as well as presumed
highest and presumed lowest deeper than 3 metres
below the soil surface
c) Artificial drainage: none
d) Fl22*^-2i' ^^'^^^
Biological_activity:
a) Rootdevelopment: 0-35 cm; common fine roots
35-90 cm; few fine roots
deeper than 90 cm; no roots
b) Bioporee: many to common (very) fine biopores
decreasing with increasing depth
c) Depth of undisturbed_subsoil: deeper than 3 metres
below the soil svirface
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S!J2S2_2£È-ï-i2• *^® original savana (cf. van Donselaar, I965:
"Miraili Okili savanna") was ploughed and
planted
DESCRIPTION OF SOIL HORIZONS
Al, 0-20 cm: very dark grayish brown (lOYR 3/2); moist; sandy
loam with much organic matter; weak very fine subangular blocky with many (very) fine biopores;
slightly sticky, slightly plastic; pH(Heilige):^,0;
diffuse and smooth on:
A3, 20-32 cm: (dark) brown (7,5YR k/k); moist; sandy loam with
common organic matter and few fine faint charcoal;
weak very fine subangular blocky with many (very)
fine biopores: sticky and slightly plastic; pH
(Heilige):4,0; gradual and smooth on:
B21t, 32-83 cm: red (2,5YR V ? ) ; moist; sand (clay) loam; moderate very fine subangular blocky with many (very)
fine biopores and probably many ferriargillans;
sticky and slightly plastic; few pedotubulosfilled
with (dark) brown (7,5YR k/k) AJ-material; pH
(Heilige):4,5; diffuse and smooth on:
B22, 83-120 cm: strong brown (7,5YR 5/6); moist; sandy loam;
no macrostructure; many to common (very) fine
biopores; probably few ferriargillans; friable;
many medium distinct pale yellow (2,5^ 7/^)
Fe-mottles and red (2,5YR V 8 ) spots; pH(Hellige):
4,0.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SOIL STRUCTURE
Al 5 0-20 cm ; A4
A5 ; 20-32 cm 5 Ak
B21t; 32-83 cm ; A4

III I
III 1
III 2

(cf. JONGERlUS)
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DISTRIBUTION OF BIOPORES
t h i n cm

10
20
30

ko
50
60

nxxmber of biopores/cm
^ 1 ram
1 - 2 mm
1^,8,12,9,10
15,8,15,12,9
9,8,10,15,7
13,8,14,9,1^
13,9,1^,11,10
1^,1^,7,9,7
9,8,10,8,9

70
80

5,7,9,5,7

90
100

3,6,5,4,7
5,6,4,0,3

1,2,0,0,0
1,1,0,1,1
1,0,0,1,2
1,3,2,3,3
1,3,1,2,3
3,2,1,1,2
3,3,2,2,2
2,4,3,4,3
1,2,2,2,3
1,1,2,1,2

Mean value/cm
<lmm
10,6
11,8
9,8
11,6
11,4
10,2
8,8
6,6
5,0
3,6

1-2 ram
0,6
0,8
0,8
2,4
2,0
1,8
2,4
3,2
2,0
1,^
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GENERAL DATA
Profile number; Powakka 2
Location; Topographical map of Surinam; scale; 1:40.000 (1953-);
sheet: Iko
; coordinates: N 92^.520 — E 368.960.
Date of description: 19-5-196?
Described by: S, Slager and W, Saro.
SeiL SITE CHARACTERISTICS
Classification; Typio a?opudult (7th Approxia&'tioö, 196?)
Climate; a) according to data Meteo Service Paramaribo
b) the profile was described In the long wet season,
in which rainfall exceeded evapotranspiration
c) in the fortnight preceeding the description rainfaUL
exceeded evapotranspiration
Landuse: Pinus- cultiore
Geology: medium textured, tertiairy, continerttal deposits
Physiography: plateau
Relief: slightly ponded to flat; micro-relief; flat
Slope: flat; class A 0%
Altitude; + 20 ra + NSP ? (mean sea level)
Hydrology; a) Soil drainage class: well-drained
b) Groundwatertable;
presumed highest about 125 cm below the soil
surface
presumed lowest some metres below the soil siirface
actual at 125 cm below the soil surface
Biological activity:
a) Rootdevelopment:
0-20 cm : common to few fine roots
20-60 cm: few to no roots
deeper than 60 cm: very few roots
b) Bio^ores: many fine roots occur throughout tJie
profile
c) Degth of undistitrbed: some metres.

2.2-

11,

C.

Human activity; as with Powaka 1,

DESCRIPTION OF SOIL HORIZONS
Al,l,

0-19 cm: blaök (lOYR 2/1); moist; sandy loam with much
organic matter; no macrostructure; many (very)
fine biopores; friable; pH(Hellige):^,0; diffuse
and smooth on:

Al,2, 19-35 cm: very dark grayish brown (lOYR 3/2); moist; sandy
loam v/ith much organic matter and few fine faint
charcoal; no macrostructure; many (very) fine
biopores; friable; pH(Hellige):^,5; gradual and
smooth on:
A3» 35-^9 cm: dark yellowish brown (lOYR V^)> moist»sandy loamy
with few organic matter; no macrostructure; many
(very) fine biopores; sticky and slightly plastic
pH(Hellige)J-4,5j gradual and smooth on:
Bit; ^9-6^ cm: (dark) brown (lOYR k/3); moist; sandy loam; moderate very fine subangular blocky with many very
fine biopores and proabably few ferriargillans;
sticky and slightly plastic; fev/ (5^) pedotubules
filled vifith A«material; finely spotted with
yellowish red (5YE 5/8) (50?^); pH(Hellige) :4,0;
gradual and smooth on:
B21t, 64-91 cm: strong brown (7,5YR 5/6); moist; sandy loam;
moderate very fine subangular blocky with many
(very) fine biopores and probably many ferriargillans; sticky and slightly plastic; finely
spotted with red (2,5YR ^/6) (30%) Fe-spots;
pH(Hellige) 1-4,0; diffuse and smooth on:
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B22t; 91-112 cm: red(2,5YR V é ) , moist ï sandy loam; v;eak very
fine subangular blocky v/ith many (very) fine biopores and probably common ferriargillans; slightly
sticky and slightly plastic; many medium prominent
red (lOYR k/S)

Fe-soft nodules; finely spotted with

strong brown (7,5YR 5/6) (^0%) Fe-spots; pH(Hellige):
^,0; clear and wavy on:
B23t, 112-130 cm: light gray (lOYft 7/2); moist; (sandy) loam;
moderate very fine subangular blocky with many (very)
fine biopores and probably few ferriargillans;
friable; many medium prominent red (2,5YR k/8)

Fe-

soft nodules; finely spotted with yellow (lOYR 7/6)
Fe*spots; pH(Hellige):^,5.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SOIL STRUCTURE
Al,l,

0- 19 cm;

Al,2, 19*» 35 en; no raacrostructure
A3 , 35- ^9 cm;
Bit , ^9- 64 cm;

Ak III 2

B21t, 64- 91 cm;

A4

B22t, 91-112 cm;

III 2
Ak III i

B23t,112-130 cm;

Ak

II 2

(cf. JONGERIUS, 1957)
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GENERAL DATA
Profile number; Singrilanti 1
LocationtTopographical map of Surinam, scale: 1:40.000 (1960),
sheet: 21b; coordinates: N 917.890
— E 339.110.
Date of description; 6-4-196?
Described by: S, Slager and W, Saro.
SOIL SITE CHARACTERISTICS
Classification: Illtic Tropic Haplorthod (7th Approximation, I967)
Climate: a) according to data Meteo Service Paramaribo
b) the profile was described in the short dry season,
in which evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
c) during the fortnight preceeding the description evapotranspiration exceeded rainfall
Landuse; pinus culture
Geology: medium textured, Tertiary,
continetxtal deposits
Physiography: plateau
Relief: flat; micro-relief: flat
Slope t flat; Class A
Altitude: + 25 m + NSP (mean sea level)
Hydrology: a) Soil__drainage^class: well-drained
^^ S£21i£^«Si££i--i2 • actual as well as presumed
highest and lowest deeper than 200 cm below soil
surface
Biological activity:
a) Rootdevelogment:
0-35 cm: common fine and larg» roots
35-200 cm: few fine and large roots
b) Number o|„^io£2res: in the solixm up to 30 cm
there are common very fine biopores;
deeper than 30 cm many to few very fine biopores,
decreasing with increasing depth
c) Depth of undisturbed^subsoil:
deeper than 200 cm below surface

- -1*2Human activity; the orginal forest has been adapted to the
growth of Pinus in 1959 in the same way as the
yield plot of Blakawatra 1.
DESCRIPTION OF SOIL HORIZONS
02» 2-0 cm:
A

needles of Pinus

0-13 cm: light gray (lOYR 6.5/1); dry; sand with very

J-ji»

few organic matter and abundant bleached grains;
noraacrostructure;common (very) fine biopores;
loose; pH(Hellige):5»5j gradual and smooth on:
A

-(B2h), 13-36 cm: very dark grayish brown (lOYR 3/2); moist;
slightly loamy sand with common organic matter;
noraacrostructure;common (very) fine biopores;
friable; pH(Hellige):5ÏO; gradual and smooth on:

B2h, 36-6^ cm: very dark (grayish) brown (lOYR 3»5/2); moist;
loamy sand with much organic matter; no macrostructure; many (very) fine biopores; friable;
pH(Heilige):5J0; gradual and smooth on:
A3(B2h), 6^-82 cm: (very) dark grayish brown (lOYR 3.5/2);
moist; sandy loam with common organic matter;
noraacrostructure;raainyto common (very) fine
biopores; slightly sticky, slight'iy plastic;
pH(Hellige):6,5! clear and smooth on:
B..

82--^°''/l20 cm: yellowish brown (lOYR "^Z^)'^ moist; sandy
loam with few organic matter; no raacrostructure;
common (very) fine biopores; probably common
ferriargillans; slightly sticky non plastic;
common large faint pedotubules filled with (dark)
grayish brown (lOYR 3.5/2) A-3 material; pH
(Heilige):6-0 clear and wavy on:

107/
B2t Fe, A20-l6ocm: strong brown (7,5YR 5/8); moist; sandy
loam; no macrostructure; common to few very fine
biopores; probably many ferriargillans; slightly
sticky, slightly plastic; some Fe fibers
reddish brown (2,5YR Z/h)

dark

and yellowish red

(5YR 5/8), 1cm thick, broken into pieces»

-1.3hardly brakeable by hand; few medium faint dark
reddish yellow (2,5YR 2/^) and yellowish red
(5YR 5/8) Fe nodules,hardly brakeable by handj
few large distinct yellowish red i^YE 5/8) Fe
spot; pH(Heilige):6,0; gradual and wavy on:
B3t, 160-200 cm: very pale brown (lOYE 7/3); moist; sandy
loam; no macrostructtire; few very fine biopores;
probably many ferriargillans; slightly sticky
non plastic; some fibers of disperse organic
material (icm thick); cicular dark reddish brown
(2,5YR 2/^) and yellowish red (5YI? 5/8) Fe-fibers
along former root channels; pH(Heilige):6,0
DISTRIBUTION OF BIOPORES
depth in cm

number of (very) fine

mean value/cm

biopores/cm

20
30

ko
50
60
70
80
90
100

7,7,^,5,5
8,9,7,10,7
15,9,12,13,10
17,9,9,12,7
12,13,1^,9,9
15,1^,9,13,9
7,8,5,9,11
7,7,10,5,7
9,7,5,9,4

120(Fè*fiber>0,0,0,0,0

120
1^0
160

8,6,6,7,5
3,2,3,6,4
3,5,2,4,2

3,6
8.2
11,8
10,8
11,4
12,0

8,0
7,2
6,8
0,0
6,4
3,6
3,2

